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Summary

The whole-body absorption of electromagnetic waves by biological

bodies is strongly dependent on the orientation of the electric field

(E) relative to the longest dimension (L) of the body. The highest

rate of energy deposition occurs for Eli L orientation for frequencies

(65-70 MHz for an adult human being) such that the major length is ap-

proximately 0.36 to 0.4 times the free-space wavelength. Peaks of

whole-body absorption for the other two configurations (major length

oriented along the direction of propagation (ki L) or along the vector

of the magnetic field (HII L))occur for X on the order of 4irb, where 21Tb

is the weighted average circumference of the animals.

Numerical calculations for a realistic block model of man have

shown a fine structure to whole-body absorption at frequencies higher

than the whole-body resonant frequency. Minor peaks in the supraresonance

region are ascribed to maxima of energy deposition in the various body

parts such as the arm and the head. For the Eli L, supraresonant region,

an average 1/f dependence of the whole-body absorbed dose is obtained

theoretically and experimentally to frequencies on the order of 4-8

times the resonance frequency.

The effect of highly conducting (metallic sheet) ground and

reflecting surfaces on the electromagnetic absorption and its distribu-

tion has been studied. For a standing man model (Eli L) with feet in

conductive contact with a perfect ground, the new resonant frequency

is roughly one-half that for free-space irradiation. At this lower

resonance frequency, the mass normalized (specific) absorption rate (SAR)



is about twice that at peak absorption frequency for free-space ir-

radiation, and the ground effects are lost even for a 3-4" separation

from the ground.

Maximum deposition of electromagnetic energy in the head region

occurs for head-to-toe propagation at frequencies such that the head

diameter is approximately 3.0 times the physical cross section. This

value exceeds the ratio of nearly 1 reported previously for an isolated

sphere model of the head.

A multilayered planar model is used to examine the dependence

of w.ule-body power absorption on the configuration of surface layers,

e.g., skin, fat, bone, muscle, which normally occur in biological

bodies. It is found that the layering resonance for three-dimensional

bodies (as opposed to geometrical resonance) can be predicted quite

accurafoiy by a planar model. Calculations for a multilayered prolate

spheroidal model of man predict a whole-body layering resonance at 1.8

GHz with a power absorption 34 percent greater than that predicted by

a homogeneous model.

Behavioral experiments with laboratory rats confirm the high-

lights of the above data.
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FOREWORD

In conducting the research described in this report, the

investigators adhered to the "Guide for Laboratory Animal Facilities

and Care" as promulgated by the Committee on the Guide for Laboratory

Animal Resources, National Academy of Sciences -National Research

Council.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY ABSORPTION AND ITS DISTRIBUTION FOR MAN

AND ANIMALS AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS

Objectives

The objectives of the project were:

1. To quantify the electromagnetic power absorption and its

distribution for man when subjected to radiation at dif-

ferent frequencies and under various exposure conditions.

2. To verify the important findings of part (1) by exposure of

living organisms.

The experiments for man were performed with reduced proportion-

ately-scaled models filled with 0.9 percent saline solutions and with

biological-phantom materials developed to simulate electromagnetic

properties of human tissue. The animal experiments consisted of micro-

wave-induced convulsions and work stoppage in rats.

The purpose of the project was to develop an understanding that

would lead to projections for humans.

Highlights of the Work Done on the Project

A. Electromagnetic Energy Deposition in Man and Animals

Free-Space Irradiation Condition

The condition that has been studied the most to date is that of

A paper based on these highlights will be submitted for publication in

the Proceedings of the IEEE (January 1980) Special Issue on Biologi-

cal and Ecoigical Effects and Medical Applications of Electromag-

netic Energy.
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free-space irradiation of single animals. The whole-body absorption

of electromagnetic waves by biological bodies is strongly dependent on

the orientation of the electric field (E) relative to the longest dimen-

sion (L) of the body. The highest rate1 of energy deposition occurs for

Eli L orientation (see Appendix A), for frequencies such that the major

length is approximately 0.36 to 0.4 times the free-space wavelengtn (A)

of radiation. Peaks of whole-body absorption for the other two configura-

tions (major length oriented along the direction of propagation (kIl )

or along the vector of the magnetic field (HII L) have also been reported
2

for A on the order of 47b, where 27b is the weighted average circumfer-

ence of the animals.

Using prolate spheroidal and ellipsoidal equivalents of biologi-

cal bodies, theoretical calculations have recently been given in a

dosimetry handbook3 for frequencies up to and slightly beyond the

resonant region for the aforementioned polarizations Eli L, k<1 L, and

HIl L. Numerical calculations for a realistic model' of man (see Ap-

pendix B) have shown a fine structure to whole-body absorption at fre-

quencies higher than the whole-body resonant frequency. Minor peaks in

the supraresonance region are ascribed to maxima of energy deposition

in the various body parts such as the arm and the head 5 (see Appendix C

for details).

For the supraresonant region, the EliL orientation has been

studied most extensively. An average i/f dependence of the whole-body

absorbed dose is experimentally observed
6 to frequencies f on the order

-7-



of 1.6 S times the resonant frequency fr' where S is the relative
res rres

absorption cross section at the resonant frequency.

Empirical equations for specific absorption rate (SAR) have been

derived6 for EII L orientation and found to be fairly accurate for six

animal species 5 from 25-g mice to 2250-g rabbits.

These equations are given in Table 1.

The coefficients in these empirical equations for man model are

approximatley 63 percent of the live animal coefficients. Further

research is needed to resolve this difference.

Electromagnetic Absorption in the Presence
of Nearby Ground and Reflecting Surfaces

Only highly conducting (metallic sheet) ground and reflecting

surfaces6 ,7 of infinite extent have been studied to date (see Appendix

D). For a standing man model with feet in conductive contact with a

perfect ground, there is a drastic alteration in SAR as a function of

frequency. For El L orientation the new resonant frequency is roughly

one half that given by Eq. 1. At this lower resonance frequency, the

SAR is about twice that at peak absorption frequency for free-space

irradiation.

The nature of the ground effects on SAR (for 111Z orientation)

is such that even a small separation7-9 from ground (to break conductive

contact) is sufficient to eliminate much of the ground effect (see Ap-

pendices D and E). For separations from ground more than 3-4", the

total energy deposition and its distribution are identical to those for

-8-



Table 1. SAR for man models for conditions of free-space irradiation.

EI L Orientation

Peak absorption or resonant frequency:

fr = 11.4/Lcm GHz (i)

For subresonant region -- 0.5 f < f < f :

2L 
2  2.75

SAR in mW/g for 1 mW/cm2= 0.522 cm (2)
incident plane waves weight in g

For supraresonant frequency region -- fr < < 1.6 S rf

SAR in mW/g for 1 mW/cm2  5.95 Lcm (3)
incident plane wave fields fGHz weight in g

where Lcm is the long dimension of the body in centimeters and

L3

S 0.481 cm (4)

res weight in g

-9-



free-space irradiation conditions. Even for a man model in conductive

contact with a perfect ground, the energy deposition in the supraresonance

region (f > 2-3 f ) is comparable 7 to that for conditions of free-space

irradiation.

Other orientations and/or finite conductivity ground effects on

SAR have not been studied to date.

For highly conducting (metallic sheet) reflecting surfaces of

flat and 90°-corner types, enhancements 6 in SAR by factors as large as

27 have been observed for Eli L orientation. Most of the work to date

has concentrated on frequencies close to the resonance region. The ob-

served enhancement factors are explained 6 on the basis of antenna

theory.1 0 Indeed, for incident plane waves for -El L orientation, most

of the observed results are as though the target acted like a pick-up

half-wave dipole with reflecting surfaces in close vicinity.

Finite conductivity, finite size reflecting surfaces and other

orientations have not been considered to date. Also the results for

frequencies higher than about 8.5 times the resonant frequency (550 M1Hz

for man) have not been obtained even for highly condurting reflectors.

Enclosed structures such as rooms, etc., may act as lossy

resonators with electromagnetic fields coupling in from windows. If

such structures were to have highly reflecting walls, field enhance-

ments by two to chree orders of magnitude may indeed be possible. How-

ever, since typically encountered walls are not very reflecting, it is

expected that field enhancements by more than a factor of 5-10 may not

occur realistically. Research into these structures is needed in order

- 10 -



to describe the nature of field enhancements.

Head Resonance

We have recently identified a frequency region for the highest

rate of energy deposition in the head. The head resonance 5,8,11 (see

Appendices C, E, and F) occurs at frequencies such that the head

diameter is approximately one quarter of the free-space wavelength.

For the intact (adult) human head, the resonance frequency is estimated

to be on the order of 350-400 MHz. At head resonance, the absorption

cross section for the head region is approximately 3.0 times the physical

cross section with a volume averaged SAR that is about 3.3 times the

whole-body averaged SAR. Both values greatly exceed numbers reported

earlier 1 2' 1 3 for spherical models of the isolated human head. Also

numerical calculations" I (Appendix F) using 144 cubical cells of various

sizes to fit the shape of the human head (340 cells for the total body)

give local SARs at hot spots that are about 5 times the head-average

values.

We feel that the phenomenon of head resonance may be important

in the study of behavioral effects, blood-brain barrier permeability,

cataractogenesis, and microwave bioeffects.

Multianimal Effects
5

It has been shown (see Appendix C for details) that for resonant

biological bodies close to one another, the antenna theory may be used

to predict the modification in SAR relative to free-space values. For

- 11 -
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two resonant targets separated by 0.65 to 0.7 X, the highest SAR, 150

percent of the free-space value has been experimentally observed for

anesthetized rats and models of man for El[ £ orientation for frontally
(broadside) incident plane waves. For tnree animals in a row with an

interanimal spacing of 0.65 X, the central animal SAR is observed to be

roughly two times, while the two end animals receive an SAR that is ap-

proximately 1.5 times that for an isolated animal.

Full implications of the multibody effects on SAR are not

completely understood, even though preliminary experimental data 5 show

that similar enhancements may also occur for subresonance and supra-

resonance regions. Furthermore, other orientations, irregular spacings,

and nonfree-space exposure conditions have not been considered to date.

B. Other Highlights of the Work Done on the Project

Electromagnetic Absorption in a
Multilayered Model of Man

A multilayered planar model is used (see Appendix G) to examine

the dependence of whole-body power absorption on the configuration of

surface layers, e.g., skin, fat, muscle, which normally occur in biologi-

cal bodies. It is found that the layering resonance for three-dimensional

bodies (as opposed to the geometrical resonance) can be predicted quite

accurately by a planar model. Calculations for a multilayered prolate

spheroidal model of man predict a whole-body layering resonance at 1.8

GHz with a power absorption 34 percent greater than that predicted by

a homogeneous model.

- 12 -



Behavioral and Thermal Effects of Microwave
Irradiation at Resonant and Nonresonant Wavelengths

The details of these studies are given in Appendix H.

Behavioral and thermal effects of radiating an animal with dif-

fering wavelengths of microwave energy at the same power density were

investigated in the first of two studies. Five Long-Evans rats were

trained to perform a lever-pressing task and were rewarded with food on

a variable interval schedule of reinforcement. Rats were individually

exposed in random order to 400-, 500-, 600-, and 700-MHz CW radiation

2
at a power density of 20 mW/cm with the long axis of the rat's body

parallel to the vector of the electric field. Radiation at all wave-

lengths produced rises of body tumperature and stoppage of lever press-

ing. The averaged rise in body temperature was greatest and work stop-

page was most rapid during exposures at 600 MHz. In the second study,

six rats were exposed in random order to 600-MHz CW radiation at power

2densities of 5, 7.5, 10, and 20 mW/cm while performing the same

behavioral task. Exposures at 10 and 20 mW/cm2 resulted in work stop-

page, while exposures at 5 and 7.5 mW/cm 2 did not. In addition, three

of the rats were subsequently exposed while responding to 600-MHz

pulsed radiation (1000 pps, 3- or 30-ws pulse durations at a peak power

density of 170 mW/cm 2 (averaged 0.51 and 5.1 mW/cm 2). No work stoppage

occurred to pulsed radiation. Taken in sum, the data show that the

mature Long-Evans rat is resonant at a frequency near 600 MHz while work

stoppage during short-term exposures to 600-MHz radiation occurs at a

2
power density between 7.5 and 10 mW/cm

- 13 -
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Radiators for Microwave Biological Effects Research -

Waveguide Slot Array with Constant Radiation Intensity

Microwave biological studies with large targets or multiple

targets require a large working area that provides near-uniform exposures

to energy. At high microwave frequencies where high power sources are

not readily available, it is desirable to use a radiator that provides

a constant intensity beam so that the working area may receive almost

all of the radiated energy.

Several synthesis procedures have been used for design of a

longitudinal shunt slot array having a pattern with nearly constant

radiation intensity over the beam width and zero intensity outside. A

beam width of 15.50 was chosen as being small enough for a radiated beam

to approximate a plane wave yet give enough divergence for convenient

chamber divisions. Discontinuities in the desired pattern force the

Fourier-synthesized pattern to have significant errors due to overshoot

and ripple. Solutions developed on the basis of Fej~r sums and Lanczos

weighted least squares gave patterns with objectionable rounding. A

new procedure based on weighted least squares was developed for optimum

characteristics and both the new procedure and its application to a

practical design are described in reference 14.

A longitudinal-shunt slot array with reflectors has been designed,

built, and tested. The antenna is easily matched near the design fre-

quencies of 10.0-10.4 GHz. The radiation pattern has an intensity within

±0.5 dB over a total angle of 15.60 in the H plane and 15.5' in the E

plane. Gain is 19.7 dB which is 3.9 dB above that of a horn with a

- 14 -



similar aperture area. By using energy-absorbing material, it is possible

to produce a pattern in which the fields drop suddenly from the nearly

constant values to nearly zero.

Biological Phantom Materials for Simulating

Man at Different Frequencies

Biological phantom materials were developed for simulating man

over the frequency range 13-230 MHz (including the important resonance

regions of 33 and 65 M4Hz). These materials have been used to fill the

eight proportionately-scaled figurines for dosimetric measurements at

300, 400, 600, 915, and 985 MHz. The compositions and their measured

properties are given in Appendix A of Annual Report No. 2.

Procedures for Improving Convergence of
Moment-Method Solutions in Electromagnetics

The value of numerical solutions in dosimetry may be limited by

both the accuracy of the model as a representation of the target animal

and the accuracy of the computations for the model. Accurate numerical

procedures have been developed for use with crude models such as the

sphere, infinite cylinder, ellipsoid, and spheroid. We have used

moment-method solution of the electric field volume integral equation

so that an array of cubes of different sizes and compositions may be

used to better represent tho shape of the target animal. In order to

allow a maximum number of cubes for increased detail in the representa-

tion of arms, legs, etc., we have used a pulse function basis in the

moment-method solution. Others have also used pulse function solutions

-15-



for block models in geophysics and in dosimetry, but we have addressed

the issues of both estimating and reducing the errors caused by the use

of pulse functions.

A pulse function basis requires the assumption that the cells

are small enough that the electric field may be represented by a constant

complex vector within each cell. Solutions previously reported by

others for a block model of man have a ratio of 239:1 for e~nergy deposi-

tion in one pair of adjacent cells at 10 MHz. We expect that large

errors are present in solutions exhibiting large cell-to-cell variations.

Our first publication regarding the use of pulse functions is Appendix M

which establishes an upper bound on cell size. Such a criterion was not

previously available for use with moment-method solutions. After defin-

ing the source of error, our next task was to reduce the error. Ap-

pendix I describes several novel procedures which we discovered for re-

ducing the error in solutions of 2-D electromagnetics problems. We were

not able to extend the new procedures to 3-D solutions, but we found a

different method which is useful for improving convergence in 3-D

problems which is described in Appendix .1. Armed with both our con-

vergence criterion (Reference 15) and a novel method of improving con-

vergence (Appendix J), we have proceeded to obtain numerical solutions

for a realistic model of man both in free-space and under other condi-

tions such as in the presence of a ground plane or flat or 900 corner

reflectors. Such applications are described in other publications

referenced earlier in this report.
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APPENDIX A

IEEE TiiANSACrIONs' ON MICROWAVE TnEItY AND TECIIiEs, VOL. m'tl-23, No, 12, in-ws~mit 19,75 1021

Conditions of Strongest Electromagnetic Power

Deposition in Man and Animals
1 * '. ( 'ANI)II I, SE~O NIOI I IMER E

Abstract-Strongest power deposition for biological bodies is 1100

such that the major length is about 0.4 times the free-space wave-

lntofrdatio.Pa absorption in the presence of ground effects
iobserved atfeunisabout one-half as much as for bodies

isolated in free space. At resonance, an effective absorption area, 3-4
times the shadow cross section is measured. Using biological-phan-
tom figurines of the human body, distribution of power absorption is 2

determined. Maximum power deposition is observed for the neck re-
gion. Initial experiments with anesthetized and dead rats have con-
firmed this observation.

INTIIOI)U TION

EC'AUSE oif the expanding uses (of electromagnetic F

EMA) radiation, it has b('come( neeessarv to estabh- --

lish the most h1'azardouis condiiitionk. of exposure ti slich F4

rdiationi for runiarrs. In pairticulair, it is inmportanrt tii E~

know the frerqueyiv region otSif moa st ab~so rpt ion fir va ni iit /

orientations of the bodY relative toi the poilarization ii f t

icidenrt waves and how the asoirptionr cross sect ion valrie's
)xtifrequencY ot lY:.l ratdiationr. It is also inmpourtanit to

dete-rrrine the (list rihut ion of lpowv'r alisurptiir in the Ib dY
to4eeti Iocrations of :oaxinriii deposition particularl / /v

clo se toi resnn 'Sitveis hsknweg s ia f

evaluating and establishing radiation safety' standards./
BasedI on iour previous experiments [I] with rats anrd /

biiligial-phantiir and sali ne-ill('d pri late sphirioidal/
bi dies, st ri ngi'st whi lei-I o d. absiorpt io n was foia i fi r
E.\ I fields po la rize d with ii ect ri u field along the lonirg 0 .10 66.L

dinmensionis iif the hiidies. 1KMN prower abso rpt io n wa-,s Frequenw I ritrarv -it,1

trieasrf-rd fior hiodies io ifti xed size at Vanrioius frcii ici ies Fig. 1 . T ~Iii RF absoption cuirves- for aoflinals andi bioidies iif
uisinrg at ia ral Iil-p l at i wa vi gidei as at t ransrrr rssrio in mcdil urn priilat e-sji eriial shape obtai nedl withI a iiaral lel-ilaFite wave-

if lan wavi' a ii iiiiiat i i [] wt i ha aiiid a re frir gulide. SNvmlii Is wi th arrows above aire repiresenitail by boldfaceof pancwavv an copare [2 wit daa otailed rom italic ii rext.
fixi'i-fri'ilui'rcv fric-spcev irradiiatiiin expoisutres i f boidiies
if van ig sizes. 'Illii saIi en t featuiries oft i( i'xperintoerrtally e lectii air m iiagtnetii' fields, and alonirg the direction iri f

iobsierviei results (1ialitativi'lY sketcheinFgI) are a6s prpgain, epciey n. saogftmjrlnt

fi illi iWS. 1, if thelli hlY. These i'xpi rinint tal results are in ri iar i -
Th E 'Il( i in oientat ioni is fiound to I)(h' tW "lo tnst tati ye agrientionrrt with rieienti t heiorietical resuilts [3 ] (i ii

absorin g, and H 11 1. the' least ahsi irhig, witli t he'i itt I- 1)( iwer ab so rption ii itt lii migi'ni 'iiU Iss.N pri lati' spli'ri iis.

figtit ii n k 11i old ' vrl slightlY ini re ab sir1binrg thianr thei Q Itatit it at i vi comparisoin has iii t bien po ssibli' hei'ause olf
H rintat io n. 1 Tn' v'ctoirs E, H, and k an' alointtg the t he luing-wayu'le'ngi It k U Z 0.(;) appnoiinat iol11i if t lie

lici ry . IlI' i vitt rst, the expexrimr en tal results I xrtiin

Manmiseriplii receivedl A prilI 15 , I1975; reviseid Atist 26, 19175. mu1st I y to firi'i uetiis i t o rdler iof re sonuant an h itgheir
Tlhis wiirk w-am strnpiirteil by I'ite 11. S. Army Medlical Research andi fr~equitiiies kAL ! 1.0).
Development. Ciummanil iriiler Contrsact DAM 1) 1 7-74-C-402.Tlhe arithiir is with the D~epartment. of Electrical Engineering, 2) Tih' frei~pi'tcii's iof pi'ak absiirption occuir in thre
Unriut y to thetab, Salt Lake City, Urah 84112. lie is alsoi a cion- revirsi iirdler. Maxitiutri absiorlptiont for E H .occurs at

8111ant " ihe ivisioin iof Neotriipsvi'hiatnyv, Walter Reed Army
Inlititiuti Oif Research, Washingtoin, 1). C. 20612. th ii iwist frequencvy with Ul =- '2wlX onl the order of

CopyrightC)1975 by he InstItute of'Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
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TABLE I
ACTUAL AND EQUIVALENT PROLATE SPHEROIDAL DIMENSIONS FOR

ANESTHETIZED RATS OF DIFFERENT WEIGHTS
Ut tra h "[

L rro .NO.. u....d No"Pnol *.t, R.el.
0.t1h of to lst of Cirof.r-nc. Cir ofrofeoto L/2b of Sq4.-
1*00.8 0t.T of th0 0n8.1 21h A.1.t - 1 o-U
iGr - 1. n m Sphe...Id

06 15.5 1.5 10.80 4.3W

re:19.0
(ed)

159 18.0 1(3.5 2.3 )1

2 1 21.0 15.0 15.32 0.30

100

e o.o0
(hood)

19. ILS Isx. 17.0.O1

This is calculated from the relationship 2/3 rLb, - W.

1.0 to 1.6 (L/X -- 0.16 to 0.25). Peak absorption for measured for E IIL and H IIL configurations. At each

A I I i and H I I L orientation,, occurs at successively frequency, eleven animals were studied for each of the two

higher frequencies, with kL for these configurations on the orientations picked to correspond to the maximum and

order of L/2b where 2b is the length of the equivalent minimum absorbing configurations of Fig. 1. The lethality

prolate spheroidal body along the minor axes (see Table data correlate well with our results [1], [2] obtained from

I for numbers illustrative of 90-400-g rats). These values the modeling experiments. In particular, the following
of UL fo~r resonance in the different orientations are ob- points of agreement are noteworthy.

, tained approximately by requiring that for a sphere [4], 1) The time to convulsion in the E 1I L orientation is

[5] the shortest circumference for the lossy creeping waves always shorter than that for the H 11 L orientation.

launched at the center of the shadow plane be 0.5 X. 2) On the low-frequency side of resonance, the time to

:) In the frequency region immediately below reson- convulsion rises very rapidly, corresponding to a fast

ance, absorption diminishes rapidly with frequency. An diminishing absorption in this region (see Fig. 1).
f4.-. dependence similar to that for spheres is observed. 3) The minimum time to convulsion for H 1I orienta-

4) There is an excellent correlation of the results ob- tion occurs for UcL " 4.4. From Table I, the nominal L/2b

tained from the parallel-plate waveguide with the free- for rats of different weights is on the order of 4.4. The

space irradiation results [1], [2]. The only exception is lethality results are consequently in agreement with the

that maximum absorption in the free-space case occurs for parallel-plate waveguide results for resonant absorption

body size of about 0.4 X, i.e., at approximately twice the at kL - L/2b.

frequency observed in the parallel-plate waveguide situa- 4) For the E I I L configuration, minimum time to con-
tion. The reason for this may be that while a body isolated vulsion is obtained at frequencies such that the length

in free space is required to be approximately 0.4 X for from the animal's eyes to the base of the tail is approxi-
resonance, the same condition is met in the presence of a mately 0.4 X. This is in agreement with the free-space
ground plane (such as in the parallel-plate waveguide) experiments described in the following (see Fig. 2) and
with only a 0.2-X body and its image in the ground plane also in [I].

acting together. SCALING

CORRELATION WITH LETHALITY RESULTS To evaluate the validity of scaling, free-space heating

A study [6] has just been completed at Walter Reed -eriments were repeated at 710 MHz for saline-filled

Army Institute of Research, Washington, I). C., on the prolate spheroidal bodies (L/2b = 6 corresponding to

lethality of 100-125- and 380-420-g rats and 25--35-g mice humans) of major length varying from 7.6 to 25.4 cm.

when exposed to microwave radiation at 710, 985, 1700, The temperature increase for a 5-min exposure to 100-

24.50, and 3000 MHz. The choice of frequencies was mW/cm radiation is plotted in Fig. 2. From the amount of

dictated by the anechoic chamber facilities available at energy absorbed, the relative absorption coefficient [7] S

Walter Reed Laboratories. The time to convulsion was
I The only exception to this observation is 400-g rats at 2450 and

3000 MHz. For these animals, such frequencies are 4-5 times
The dimension 2b for an equivalent prlate spheroid is calcu- higher than the resonant frequency of the NE1 L orientation. A

lated from the expression 2/3 b,'LA - W, where W is the weight considerably reduced total power deposition under these circum-
of the body and 6 is the average ma density of nearly I g/cm'. stances may well be the reason for this anomaly.
The nominal circumference 2rb so calculated has been found to 'Experiments were prevously done at 1700 MHz with smaller
correspond well to the average circumference actually measured for size prolate spheroidal bodies with L of 4.8, 6, 7.2, 9.6, and 14.4 cm
rate of weights varying from 90 to 400 g (ee Table f). (see [1).
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0.121 0.181 0.244 0.31 0.361 4 621 0.48A 0. 54A 0.6A (in term of

Major lenth L CCveleth)

Fig. 2. Temperature rise in saline-filled prolate spheroids with an aspect ratio L/2b of 6. Frequecy, 710 MHz; ir-
radiation time, 5 min; incident power density, 100 mW/cm'; polarization, E 11 L.
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Fig. 3. Relative absorption coefficient 8 for different size yrolate spheroids (L/2b - 6 in each can). Polarization:

is calculated' and is plotted in Fig. 3. Maximum absorp- result in peak absorption frequencies scaled up by the same
tion is observed, as before [1], [2], for bodies of major factor and vice versa.
length on the order of 0.38-0.48 X, and whole-body deposi-
tion of about 3.5 times as much as that called for by the CORE TEMPERATURE OF RATS EXPOSED
shadow area is measured. This verifies experimentally the IN DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS
concept of scaling. Bodies scaled down in all dimensions In order to dramatize the polarization-dependent

variability of the EM hazard, 250V Wistar rats were

The relative s tion coefficient S is defined as the * exposed to 100-mW/cml fields. The rectal temperature of
croft section dividedby the physical-shadow cross section. Power the animal was measured under irradiation, using the
absorbed in milliwatts = (4180 X temperature increase of the
body X weight in grams)/irradiation time in seconds. This divided
by the incident field intensity in milliwatta/square centimeter gives 'This particular weight was selected to observe the L 0.44
the absorption crom section. condition for mezimum absorption in the free space.
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Time in minutes after the onset of radiation

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 771 TT

00 37• 300

2 . 2 3 8 0 4 9 1 _
-

00 0.0

000 600

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
j •I" • ' i

0 .00L

i.4.Cr (tmeaur o(b)grt xoe t 1-~ aito a)OinainEILinietpwrdniy

100Wc' b retto 1 2I L 3 inid 4 poe desiy 10 mWc8 (c Oretton0 incdnoe
denit,:00-W/m' Cd) Orientation E P I ;icdn oe•eat,5 mW/cm'.

funt~onoftie ws ecrdd ndi ' gie int Fig 4() 5-m/cminciden fil inesiis rseciey.Ti

in te EIroienttio wa stil uc hihe tha tha "HO SPT
fo-b ohe w c onfgrton at 100 mW/cm. Th n odtri th ditibto oowrdpoiioa

20 ...

> t,

oras ir .4-cm-tal i o th f ben d
twopowerdensitieinthe I orient n i p d i ld a vity i s

F00i-ton , ..... 'or io h been sel1 s;c a t - oF )

200-

dest 500 -Wj d retto ;icdn oe est,5 W c

fucion4 Cotmewsrecomerrde ofnd- is exoed to Fg.M radation (5a)Wm OicientionElldL incientipoes, esitiyhi

{ba deniy 1c) forM2 (d) Orienrint taio T E 11r L;iietpower dsiy , 50 c maeW/cmnte re o . orrsnat

ture read off the calibration chart of the probe is marked saline-filled prolate spheroids (Fig. 3).
alongside the curves in Fig. 4. For an incident power
density of 50 mW/cin2 [Fig. 4 (d) ], the power deposition DISTRIBUTION OF POWER DEPOSITION--
in the E 11 L orientation was still much higher than that "HOT SPOTS"

for the other two configurations at 100 MW/CM2 . The in- To determine the distribution of power deposition, an
crease in animal temperature as a function of time for the 18.4-era-tall figurine of the female body has been used as a
two power densities in the E 11 L orientation is plotted in mold to form a cavity in styrofoam. The size of the figurine
Fig. 5. For this configuration, the relative absorption has been selected such as to allow resonance (Fig. 3) at
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I ,,,Iden i ,Ids 5 c harac teristi cs (If the full-scale hody, proividedl an ir-
. radliat ion frequenoy scaledIIu) bv a facto r of # .s used.

Hoi wever, it is necessary t hat the c(Iomplex pernuli1i vi t
(tio - jaw,)represen ted by the scaled-di W ni( io~el
co rrespon d to the~ value at the loiwer frei uencY cbarae-
teristic (of t h( wholde body. Wi th those Scaling precaut i ris,

4 the dlistribution (of Power dlepositioni in the reduced s(..ie
AVC moll( is, identical (thoiugh t he magnituides arc highier I) ' a

facto of 13) to that of t he full-selle body'. Since t he po
jected frequency oif nmaximnum ab~sorption for adult
humians is ,in the order of 65-7.5 NlHz in free space and
about half as much in the Presence (If groundi effects, the

/ l~~i lo gical-pliat ioni miat erial that is used sho uldi have the
2 4 6 - 10 i~j dielectric p~roperties (if humians in that frequenc 'y range.

4 r-di~tin t n - A compositionl [9] of the mnaterial wAith 31.26 plercent MC ~,
Fig. 5. Core temperature increase of 250-g Wistar rats exposed to 8.74 percevnt Superstuff (obtained from W:samno Mlanu-

7I0-MHz free-space radiation (E 11 L orientation). facturing Company, San Gabriel, California), and 87.0
percent water has a measured dielectric constant (of 66 and
a ionductivit y of 4.39 mnho/m. For use at a frequency of

- ~ ~ ~ ~ - 35 I. .O M z, this corresponds to s 6- 256 lvcm
parison, for muscle, skin, and tissues with high water
content, e, = 88-J250 at .50 M.\Hz [4]. Because oif the
relative closeness of the two dielectric constants, the
mixture of this compoisition was used to fill the figurine-
shaped cavity foIr experiments in the parallel-plate radia-
ton chamber.7 Temperature under irradiation was re-
corded using the liquid-crystal temperature probe s]
F ronm the increase in temperature, the absorbed powevir
den.sity in mill iwatts/gram was calculated friim the
relationship [7] (4180 X temperature increase) /irradia-
ti(In t inie in seconds. The absorption coefficient a,' defined
as in illiwatts/gram of absorbed powver/milliwatts 'square

4'- centimeter of incident field intensity for various parts iof
the body, has been calculated and is given in Table 11. Vor
E I ~orientation, the strongest intensity of power deposi-
tioli is o~bserve~d in the neck area of thbe body. For the

Fig. 6. Photograph of the parallel-plate radiation chamber, densit 'y of power absorption this is followed by the shins,
the thighs, the chest, the eves, and the pudendal region, in

710 N11z for free-space radiation (L/X 0.44) anId i-t a1 that order. In Fig. 7 the thermographic record iif the
frequency abo~ut half as much in the parallel-plate radlia- temiperature before and after I min of free-space irradia-
tion chamber. InI order to simulate groundl effects on EM tion wvith a field intensity of 100 mW/cm2 at 710 MIz is
Power absorption, a largir parallel-plate radiation chamber shown. Thre pattern of power deposition bears a remarkable

Fig. 6) has been designed and fabricated. For the resemblance to the distribution obtained in the parallel-
chamber, the central wi irking area" consists oif a coipper plate radiation chamber.
Plate of 63..5-em widlth separated b)'y a 25.4-eni clearance In order to obtain a quantitative information on the
from the groiund plate iif 117-cmn widlth. TIhe oIverall trans- Po~wer deposition under free-space irradiation conditions.
inlssiiln length of 19,14 (in is occupied by two synmmietrical a 12. 1 -em res(Inant-size (L/X 0.4) figurine was used at
taperedl sections of 61-emn axial length, the central working 985 IMHO. A field intensity of toon /2 was used to
area (If 61-cmn length, and the 7.5-m end sections con-10 /c
nected to IJ5/Iinput anli (utput coIaxial colnnectors. For free-space irradiation experiments, the composition of the

From EM% field theory, a body reduced by a factor (if 0 in mnaterial used is 9.25 percent NFaCt, R.25 percent Superstuxff, and
dinesim4 ma Iiiuse t (btan 1 absrpton W2.5 percent water. This mixture, having a measured dielectricall dimnson ay beue ootinI bop~o constant of 66 and a conductivity of 10.09 mho/m, corresponds to

a c mplex relative permittivity e, of 66 - J255 when used at 710
MHz.'Trhe uniformity of fields in the central working area was (etah- 'IThe plarameters S anil a are relateid in that S (a X weightr Of

lishedhby heating a 19-cm-long .ialine-flled prolate spheroid in the the bodly) /(shadow area of the hody), For animals and other bodies
F 11 L. orientation. F~or the spheroidl p laced at the center of the of irregular shape, S is a more difficult, parameter to calculate be-
plates, a temperature incresqe of 1 .23*C was measured for an inci- cause of the difficulty in evaluating the shadow area of these bodies.
dent field intensity of 49.101 mW/cm, at 3601 MHz. By comparison, 9 E. L. Hunt of the Department of Microwave Research, Walter
a temperatuire increase of 1.15'C at 48.9Xl mW/cm' was observed Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D. C., pa~rtiCipaLted
for the same spheroid placed 10.2 em off the eenter line, in these experimentq.
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TABLE 11
MEASURPDDiSTRIBUTIONOF POWER DF~osITION IN AN 18.4-CM-TALL rate for the neck region, exposure times oil the order of 5 s

BIOLOOICAL-PHANTOM HUMAN IIOuHINE (PARALLEL-,PLATE w~ere usedl when nmeasuring temiperature i noreases for this
WAVEGUIDE RADIATION CHAMBER) part of the body. Irradiation times of 10-20 s were used1

_____ __ I __for meiasuremients in ot her parts of the body. 'The Ioeasuredl
10 ~ i~ ____-~ rates of toeniiperat ure rise are used to calculate the a's for

AU 14various parts o~f the bod ,' in a I .7 -5-rini an and these are
230 0.141 2.895 given in Talble 1ll. The patterns of power deposition oh-
240 0.141 3.381 0.788 0.15 tamned from bo 1 th thie iarallel-lilate waveguide radiation

210 0 104 1.927 chamiber and free-space irradiation are very simiilar. For

deposition is ob1served for the neck region oIf the body' .3N0 0.106 .367 Under bioth free-space arid parallel-plate waveguide
)s0 0_105 6.761 1.t irradiation coindit 0ins, aill a parameter of appr ixiniateli
380 1 .238 4.168 1.148 20 times the whole-bodY average is observed for the necik
lOS 0.42 02802 regioin of the body.

*1 - ---.. -A point of coincernl is the much lower values obhserved1 in
kI] I O~l41~1the parallel-plate radiation chamnber as cnmpared to the

390T 0.241 0 0.4 values measured under free-space irradiation. This mnax he
~1~~ seen by comnparing the values iii Table 11 to those of

7,! 4l~414 100columin :3 of 'Table Ill. The fact that a larger scaling factor
W- 1 .8 0T T is used for the 12.1-cm figurine than for the 18.4-cm

figurine should account only for a factor of 1.52 in going
Note: Symbols with arrows above are represented by boldface from Table 11 to Table 111. Somewhat reduced values in

italic in text. Table 11 iwill also be expected because of lower field in-
-. tensities and the resultant heat diffusion, particularly

from hot spots. In order to create a mo~re sat isfactorN,
representation of the real-life ground effects, a monopoile-
above-ground radiation has been designed and is currently
under constructioin at oiur laborator, . The new radiation
chamber i sketched in Fig. 8. Tihe radiator coinsists of a
450 corner reflector in conjunction with a quarter-wave
monopole ab~ove ground. The gain of such an antenna has
been calculated [10] arid is tabulated in Table IV. For the
antenna-to-corner spacing of 0.65 X, the calculated radia-
tion pattern of the antenna System is plotted in Fig. 9. The
field intensity at a far-field distance of 6ift for 3.50 WN of

()radliated powe r may be as high as 60 mW/cm112. Such field

intensities are adequate for the planned exp~erimients. The
radiation chamber is being constructed with the provision
for alterations for use at different frequencies in the :300-
1000-MlHz baind. Such at radiation chamber is not easilyN
amenable to wide-hand whole-body absorption measure-
ments such as have been possible in the parallel-plate

ransll~~irilin-usng-- tn(Ik arnalyvzer. The monopole
above-ground radiation chanmber will, however, offer a
real-life simulat.>i)n oif ground effects oin ENT poiwer absorp-
tion in mail and animals.

A significant result of the experiments withI biological-
(b) phantom tigurines is that a high power d~epositioni in the

Fig. 7. The thermographic recording of the central section of an neck regioin is observed. Power absorption coefficient a =

18.4-cm biological-phantom figurine before and after free-pa'.e6.6frtencrginorEII rettinsovr7
plane-wave irradiation for I min at 100 mW/cm' at 710 MH% .6frtene einfrE oinaini vr1
(1,/. - 0.44). (a) Before exposure to radiation, .8.5*C baseline; times larger than the average value for saline-tilled proi-
3*C full scale. (h) After irradiation in the E 11 1, configuration; late sphieroids of the sane overall dlimeinsionl (see "'able vwaves incident on the front Sidle of the body, 6*C baseline; 1C .. ,1
full scale. ' for whole body oir average a for it 19-cin saline-fille )roi-

late spheroid at different frequencies) . For k 11 f and
speed(IIup the heating process and thus reduce the heat H 11f orient ations, the rate of heating is iiniriial ('Table
diffusion to cooler areas of the body. Temperature under 11) and this, for the neck region, is a factor of 40 to 50
irradiation was recorded using the liquid-crystal temnpera- timnes snmaller than the rate for the E 11 L configuration.
ture probe. D~ue to the extremely large energy deposition For these oirientatioins the results once again are in agree-
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TABLE III
RATES OF ENERGY DEPOSITION IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE BODY

MEASURED DATA AND PROJECTED RATES OF ENERGY DEPOS1TION IN A 1.75-M MAN

985 911. R .10os Sit. (12.1 c-: L 0.4 1)

io.ogic- Fha-pt. Figurino 1.75 M. 67.9 M.

R.te of Enrgy Depo.1tjon

For Incidn, For Incident
kog6 h00. of .rur 2  0 iteld. o F.ld. oS

r:F.. *9 100 2 2 10 W1/_
2  

5

960 god7  
"C/Oie. N/.k )/(%9w/c. (W/km)/(.0/1.2) 0/k. W/609i

UPPer prt 128.3 89.38 6.16 61.62 308.10

I,-e part* 65.2 45.42 3,13 31.31 156.57

Shlo. 9.3 6.62 0.46 4.56 22.80

Thigh. 10.8 7.52 0.52 5.19 25.95

C60.9 8.64 6.02 0.41 4.15 20.75

0t099 3.2 2.23 0.15 2.5, 7. 7
2y. 0.9 0.63 0.043 0.43 2.15

Ar- 5 5

Note: E l L resonance condition (LIN0 = 0.4).
* The rate of temperature rise for the lower part of the neck is considerably lower because of its vicinity close to

the torso which provides a large heat drain.

Ii

Fig. 8. A monopole antenna in a 45* cormer reflector.

2/

f TABLE TV

CALCULATED FIELD INTENSITIES DUE TO A QUARTER-WAVE

- 0 oMONOPOLE IN A 450 CORNER REFLECTOR

orn oF th0 Drtltn Freer C~al culated Osln Field Inteeed

-2,0 d -10 lE -3 d8

9 0 0.5 16 - 156.5 75 62.4

0.6 23.5 - 164.6 79.3 W.

0,65 37 . 165.0 92.7 60.9

.7 47.5 J 61.4 71.1 60.9

0.75 59.3 J59.7 9 0.67 59.0

Fig. 9. Calculated radiation pattern at the ground plane of a mono-
pole in a 45" corner reflector. Note: Transmitter Power - 350 W.
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TABLE V
ABSORPTION PARAMETER a (OF A I 9-CM SALINE-F ILLEL) PRIIILATE

SPHEROID A., A FUCTcION OF FREQUENCY

Fr" n, .-. , t

240 1 0. 152 .2945

260 3 0.165 . 3097

10 2 0.203 .03214

360 3 0.229 .4089 . j
380 4 0.241 .4909 a

39 4 0.251 .3786

Fig. 11. 're t hermographi c record inrgs o3f the cerltral sect i on of an
18.4-cm biological-plsantoln figurine before and after free-space

k plane-wave irradliation for I min~ at 100 mV61 cm3 at 2451 NMlz
(LX= 1.50). (a) Before exposure to ra(Iiati1r3. .0CC baseline,

(a) V~C full scale. (b) After irradiation i13 the E 1 L configuration;
waves incident on the front side of the body; 10'C black level;

0- VC full scale.

the liqjuid-cr *vstal temperature probe for a somew....hatI sn~~alli r size figurine are given in T1able V1. 'h ht e

parts of the body.N are, the neck, the legs, and thle armis.
The large powver depo(sitionl observed in theW neck region

-~~ (of tlie figurines has lpr( mjte(I us to 1look for similar effects
in allinials. Initial mneasureiients 5 condl(ucted with the

I liquid-crystal p~robe im plant ed subcutancz uslv in thre nieck

4 regioIn (If anlesthetized 3SS-g long Evans; rats have shown
V (b) I o = 0.479 at :360 MNHz as against a (if 0.38 for the deep

Fig. 10. Thermographic recording (If the central section of an 18.4- retlego.Frda nilsolthohrhnte
*cm hiological-phantom figurine; free-space irradiation of 710 corresponding numblers are a = N0.555 for the neck regioIn

MlHz (temperature (If the body before irradliation -7 J0C). (a) and a = 0.231 for the core (ftealna.lute xei
After irradiation in the h 11 L configuration for 10 miln at 100 inents are curr*ntlV in progress to( ascertain the nature of
MW/1cm 2; baseline S*C; 30C full scale. (b) After irradiation in the nekhaigndtsbo clim iain.Snerprs
H 11L configuration for 1t0 min at 100 mW/cm2; baseline S'C nekhaigadish oialio ctos ic eot
3'C full scale, in the literature suggest that co~nt inued low-level exposure

to mnicrlowave irradiation in both humans [11] and ani-
muent wtithi thos ob' Iltainled from free-space irardiation. For mials [12] produces fatigue and hyNpoact ivitN-. the polssi-

up) to 10 Irain (of exposure to 7 l0-iNlfI-z free-space fields (If hilit v exists that this toaY he linked to the heating inl the
intensit 'y 100 toW/eta2, negligible niodilicat ions (If the neck region. The healing in the neck area nla 'v produ11ce
temperature pat tern wer~e oblservedl, and this is illust ratt-l changes in circulating blood hormiones such ais t hvr(Mile.

- in Fig. 10. In future experinietits, bloo(d thyrolxine levels will Ihe
The t herniographic record of the temperature before examiined biy sertini thyroxine andl proteill-boutid ioldine(-q

all(l afte*r I mn riof frec-space i rradliatio i( E I L rien ta- level assay techbnitqutes.
tioni) at 2450 MIl1z is shown ill Fig. 11. Nlaxitaito heat ing
at 2450 Xl liz () X- 1.5), ap~proximately 31.75 tinies the SMM R
reston(an t frequetc 'v, is still observedi itt thle neck , t he arns, The RF po wer deposit ion is ftound to~ vary sigiicant(l y
anol tsh Igs. As exp ected , the tempeI13ratutre rtse 1s (-Iil- it h orient ation11 antd with freq u(nev . The st ron(tgest ab-
sidt-rably' lower t hatn that for 710-.Niliz radiat iont. Also, the soIrptiont is fotind for waves polarizedO alotng the long di-
torso Yis hl'ats'(l hardl v at all, whitci is a feat ure dlist inct from
the po wer dlistribtion( at thre resont~an t frequen '1 t  

(Iof 710 IIThese experiments are being performed by 3. D'Andrea of our
NI liz ( Fig. 7). The quattitat ive valuesolf a measured with labI)oratory.
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TABLE VI
E 11L, OFF-RESON.INCE CONDITION (/ .)5

MEASURE Dt: l)TA AND) PHOJE-XrED RATES OF ENmiOY D)EPI'ITION IN A 1 .75-% MAN

K~ 3 -

prsneo ronefet, obere at frqunce abu REFERENCE

a.1im0.l abortion ofR nry" r E E(et.,vl 2

fiuie sthtahg a es o.f 0nerg depsiio i.5 ob22.4"tonetdpnec o hl nm l bopin(

fo e ne k Ifgboina for Euenientto s is tabot the ni [1C majo Microwave esaCC. Jhsoand H.ll Marmxdi In ito I

length is allengti analy0.4stimeslthe wvelengthaofateoearfh a proiate spheroid
lrdiathn fotbes in reeb% saceageak Tis IrpiaYnb i the fmi,"IE rni Mcorc hor ehv

one-half asigmifchn ai bois ilte invfe sae furthg- I . P ah, Poarzaio 24nd3 freeenc 197ct5o.wol
anima abC Jhsopin anf A. eneGy, "NPoc.i IeE lect.) ol.e 62,

.niiantrsl th experiments with eteie aridhiead rthave wave* effects5 inbulgca 1974. sad ~stm, Po EE
figurinesois tate a highr poweerg d eositio n is nc v1)- [ 0,21 692ro 718, depnde ofwol972n. srtino

[5pol 3A.Satio and frquencyodraio-frequcatteng,' shee,
re o the intecreio. Poer abasrpton cefiuies ft a N.Y. Ins. El. .ol.247,vp. 11, 5 Feb. 90 11975.'

fo the ne aregio forin at ios threat e is abut20tiges 131 C.. rny, . . JHkns, anI . M. soudi, "Microwave
lrenh andi o-fie wreirdation oferc wt arolate sheoi

largeral tani the whoe-body vern a.Ti fatavof4 bto 5o prseed fan, theE Tran5 VS icVro1eE Thoy c., Bouder

* ~ ~ te logialler siniianth aitein inesigre futher 4 MT-2 cn- Coo, ppt. 2-23, Feb5.175

giol the[71 A1.. Ae. Sio .M aa and .- 1. Godrch 'Scatern by lathere'

hinee dins rated ao higer n tor of (Vsi 7 Mt for1 in Bilgia hefcl nec vir eRaitool. 60, New6)275 h i 1)
re thanin coreof t h anilnas. Forfigurins for rc. Ilnst ime 196, vo. 1-53,1p. )-16194

sand Honitin rintaos, thl rae ofc haing is [61 T.. cro.l, . . hknso, aCo . H. ;itey, Mic Lrowane
prsev omalgrothn efth for tht Olsenanc con 171etrn Comerau, Oct.o for2masure-

frqenc inlc E-fle 'trieltaioJ. intrat. witer anil. i,
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Numerical Calculation of Electromagnetic
Energy Deposition for a Realistic

Model of Man
MARK J. HAGMANN, Ml \iftl:R, t ur, OM P. (JANIMll. i Wll I oxs. t.r. ANt) (ARL II, rx'RN'Y.

Mt MIBI R. I11tI

Abstruct-Numerical calculations of absi red encrgv deposition have 1. I'. ROI)1 t ION

been made for a block model of man that Is. defined with careful attention
given to the biometric and anatomical features of a human being. ('aku- :17 IIAVI: used numerical methods with a realstic
lated pot-resonant absorption and distribution of energy deposition m,,del to calculate the deposition of electromag-
through the body have better agreement with esperimental results than netic encrg\f in man. A block model of man % ,as chosen to

peevns calculations made uslng less realistic nixi'ls, allow maximum freedom in defining both the shape and
content of the moidel. We hase used the moment-method

Manuscript received September It, 17h, r ,ed April 9, 1979ct

The authors are with the Departments of I ICe.trcal tngmecring and solution of the electric-field integral equatton with a pulse
Bioengineering, Universit, of t ahL Sail Lake ( t , II 
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112 functin hasis and delta functions for testing 111, 121. [hc
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IIA(.M'AN%\ ef al FI I-I RiMAiNi-[i ~R INIRY DI P( MI VO I OiR Wli0i I 'If i 51 N 5

he nnlhi'ed"' Ifr I ttdt.ei licIdV 1!1 ich bh I mdn A' arc

coit'~tlil i Itthc p1 I ie ,I ssI nit

IIl So! L I (iN 1i t1 111 Rt\ I,()[ Il BIN

Since one pLane I f I, ti nctr, is. used And there atec three
unknoNn ficld In(ponents in caich cell, the imitrt, 1, 2701

hN 2'(0 corlic\. Ik hich c~krrespmI ic a'st (if ,Jii

SuinitatteSL\ci, ito it; * 4( real unktts.iss . SAIIIsiiIf 'If

the rtlat!!\ CyLU1itoti iI ciniplienieci b_ the( rnatri\ heine!

both fld aind iI\ nint1etr-ic I tiluiinL (\fttcl\ r kehs

ads nn iffrentsue itpet ittl ilcs. "citld eCah he'C
stdetto, .lestt\, 5 Iiil\ Ifi theC mitr;\

Wec havle ised he LIC ,) sucs I "I ere lX at Io SI (Rl
nIethi.I19 I~I t tris M ,iF, ol tile itlilI,111n0itti It
is knoc P thatt a n).t! is ha. i_ it lisat mnc tipe

ceresihic. is in, !hfe presecsc. \kill not i~tc cine-
getti',C "Ohtt Y)R 0111IIs Li! 11,1%C;ie WIC,! ir. ii ,uswil

nwinittudes less than ii~ (ticrens it Sol is thle
Ifttir rCstrlic!tr ttrit "'C li StV!'fI p".itmICe il he
less thanf Ic flrtiIal Sai nIllth JCpctIdx 111521 triL ttitr;\ !1

W~e hase liind tIM: 00%crercksc ss t1 S(k tRrchlires a
reiakilion facto lfess !it l\t it 1\IllI I InsT the

reaches iero nea r Y) M\ z Ii(ie kec silh S(k )R not
possible iit ffrcuirc esaei %I\i Aitf S .0;, prciT
mol of man. so, sc i na beeni vs 11dk I,' us ( jan5

Fig. 1. tmprvl moldel If li rbe hnS Rni b sdu ie tPttri JordAn and oIther ninutuhuse i It]dli I;; ti picset

methodsN the esimptiter timc is , ini redtiIed hi ituow

afACtorl of furlt.
"A i is ',icrect riumtletine ,' cll, l) tie nilll int

foiliming sections of this paper ciontain brief tisipuis sch i ii thui the, ciffetenCef htSCM(s1ti lt: n11,1111"C1 fr
of the imnprosed mol(del ,Ind nuitierikcil 111iethi ds. Al 'INCH 0- tIA0. Cii 5 it) lir-IIi hjt(itiL l 01 tile distancte heisseenl
a comparison of tile Calculations, %kith othetier 111cal ird tie clix \'e liii e fot ned the n~iitris. Jsuic itt m rri of

experimental results. I bI ocks for ech cell pai: sIhtich is isidc out from) thle

)I RI1 ll ([ Ijil%141)11strti, 11ire usled pre% iouis I I . 1 he tscoI T i es Just de-
li 1t iiHtP~ii\ ii llt \iiii I cbd Ilhe .cid hle mii\ to hase i ipid decrease Ii

WAe have isen careful attention to HbItictil uc oid nta,1iuude of thle cictents \ithl inc rc~iini_ dhiance fromn
anatoimical diaizra ms Ii d efininfe the shipe ind Isonteni of the kchiiti IOr All thcclIC~ eCs used sofar Ac ih thie
a model has ing improsed reln \ iotl0 IS 15 iitl realii isticmodl of iniin10 IN) \111i. thle ink -'tatri\
cell% of various1 tessAd' used tI)oihii i1 best fit )f thle eletriet h.is wippre il ~ fiilude arfe 0mn,1tIoe it) a
contour on diagramsv of the s0th pecentile lstardkird mani hand thoIultile hi)ril 'sisI totst ipprOsi-
[3]. Sizes and placement .f the cell, tie s~ .Ili I it,1. maielr Ill percent oIf the en11tr niatnis I he piCmto
Height of the model is I~ ",it of forCedI hindItic nilt' be ippi ) ti sii I 'i main to

Partitioning oif hotic, fti skin. tiiiisC l ltissueC, air. alloss either a ale recionl il cost of ctipllitioits or a
heart, hratn. kidneI user and spclee httiuh thle cells signtficaint i1tC.O Mes unititibr (If cells j121, Vs e hasie not
was done with the id it atitiicl kross, sciI41 151. ret imiplententled 'ifcd batudin ' . buit \%e estintate that the
Whole-buds. %olunie fractiousi of each issue s~pe ire method %% ill illsetoUitli Lcll NO thit reiabhle calcula-
agvreement with publiished lAlics I hie soltinie-weighted tions, maI he ride fot J realistic modl oIf Mian to
Complex permittis its, (f eaich cell s sf.,'11th

1 is~inet proper- frcespictes isI hiih is 24',f) Nil i,
ties reported in the literature [hI I

We have forced a plane of srrrnetr\ hetis eet thle left
and right hod-, hikfes in ,electtin 'I! the si/e pliCerire n d R\(i ii\ lsiu iuN

volume-weighted complex perinllittts tie OIC the ccl I hi \ ipe-)ro il s'littisr) isitE I ptuke function basis can
srvmmetr\x has been uitilized so, that the siei If lie- mittrix 0 bL'! C I cI :t Illre sii ir \a),(iltt 'I I7 %k ithitt each cell
used in the numeri,:il soltions is dcltetititicil Is% '01 tells 'If thO I~ 100it. i's11 Ltue ~ lin liffererices it calcu-
rather than the total of DO)tt ells I iv ssitlnulIt \ 01.1% orll latl% l e Cie kli~ INI sh1 .Ii,lkertft cells itilist la Iliesgii-
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ficant %ari~ion oA IJ within the cells, %khtch suggests lack % it L~ if c I)ere i hsoi ll r int this pitper h1 it , it: ert

otf co'Prine 'es ousls reported Nolutions for hick ktalcUlitted using ir politoirs

ino i of Iin ave 111. t io of 231) 1 for energs deposi- V I
tion inl one pair of adjacent cells at 10 MIt Il[. the Cii'iro ,t(i xI i,' 5ii(11k

arr~necmntind different sizeis of cells in the presentRits
inociel cause the maamimal ratio of etiergr depositioni for at 1le 25i5 the Iialii I5 I- 1 d SAK -1(lculatd

pair Of aJa11cent cells to he 8: 1 at the same frequency for nian in froe 'cSpace Aith L: I andi in) inciLdent inten;t,

It is the ,!dC Of A Cubical %L:i and k represents the of I iln'V1 cm'l point,. oni I ig 2 represent ,the results if

nialtnitude If !he conipleil propagation vector okithin the nuncricii soliknl, fill thet rcatlt,c noldel of ma1,1. bothl

cell. then substantlial Iarliation of the electric field must wAith and withtout the _-,e of an inicrpolarir. Thehno -

* centl kitttln thc cll if AA 1 i 131 t"huS the pulse neous atppr'i\iniation of io-hrsthe ciiisP'tto

toetoi .piosita ina titu or he justified at frequen- t\' oi Iluscle: "Jsa'usedin Uil cult t.,ilations f aj the iteure It

:sar'ooe -'iHi M\ z t it the ness model. Suggesting inis ISSeen In lug". 2 tIlt tIIIhe f! actI i it tc'rr-cctionT1'A1 wich is

il Lreasrit cit or at ni.-ner frequencies. Voiunie-werenting mad~e b\tue'- ntr int i tic ases it rtt'iec C

of thec~'txpri i isithin ecOth cll ma,, also he wAhere inciceaing err-or is cspc,- ted.

Li~isite t frequiencies, aboe 2W~ MN z t ,houg.h tile Values of whoile-bud'II -),\R bhi' tes n,tts e It I iat 2
cli I t S a p"IIICI III r a Mbl to atI least 5( X) N1 Iz. are tspicl~jls _ ii 101 perCILnI If AilIC , -iilted

Anuttiercak soluti usini2 ai pulse function basis re- prolate-,phetotdkal and elhi;'ia mo'dek trn_ the '.1ne1

,its l in a Inl'c sulue r-epresentinap I. %sstthi each cell. It is, homogeneous atptilat 11],f ,n kf utIft p c PituII 1tt 10

p"sible to, usLc the F s dues to ticlulate I/ 2fd-LE* for Experimental results, base sho% 'l~tth it tilt S NR R ,

eaich tell, 1ud to , Is a olune as eraize to eistimiate the Polarization is ine eSpropo-,ton' i I fit jiienO,,

spetLic~ ahsOrpli1-1 [-rate i.'AR iite- niinbers of cLls frequenicies froml ab'u. I t'! n tittle, tIttit a ,n(ite[

ile use atoret to) find accurate salues of SAR bs, [181. For smlld Ahitinlk. such us the at, tue hi'h 5 alit:
sielt~~ aI pr\'tciiirt' tU oreitile urrIotilatioris of the the re,'nanut fretLIueuc' AHlos a reduced moe _Ilttude ftI

S-%R oit a 1 2-Cut MnIist cu~be at I Mttz shois Lan error kf the reliwe permitriir of tissue -' thlat s-t.ntt

3 ~ e t 55 r L5tll. 21percent wsi th 27 eCils, and 20 alcu lat ions, f' r pol rsit er 'tdu u~fLf delsf!1 r11ita 0Ce rn,d
prcLent ss ith 04 cells I hc dIeltat fuintions used for testitng using the emtendedl houtidars cOindition tucth(), I(4 St ,hi

te he ttt~lCpuitior. at the center 1f eacoh cell so, :esu~ts shiss lJie C ettei~l bess I f hoL1,ii0 o

thIir the icitd1. tileiiere rwst repfresertiatise: of the hut rlit cl.jculantion there tauo h direeit- i:ppleco t'o

teti ceitters IlOLLeriott of tie oitutiotis ,u9celis that the man.. A I f dependettee ot Oit' posti-testlini S \R 1, is "

ci %adzie , tIn'C pptansls error than occurs expected trorn Litennai theOr.\ th le anito ipaetl 1 p 11st-
IT! h li \R , reso nanIt heha Lt ; i, es\ i. lte T it i _. 2 1 titi i tti ci! l L 0

P !there'sN iitti .ari'il It I Jtnr LstatttCrilnt! boil- Solutions suggested a signihoititiiS f.sIt't ro1 i'tf htsci

leit ten" if 'Al. iiiL cs\Jit insOf K Lit tile tell kCttls. f antId

itpprclite t'rrI't AOILult be espected In theC ,altuLlatled Fig. 3 also shows thie \hole-bids SAR ,i mn itt fics'

SA R I hie \ ~ o su~oel. ut, kical sALus of1 Crieriz space with i /nd ilt loitdcnt rttsItof I Ill\ ctl

deps'itltit o,'nrtituteC satiple' (Of ati other,,\isec iinkrroosn The -solid curvec in l ig 3 s is obitiicl f), spittitlilt the 210
populatin ,i,, tht if uarge cell1-to-cell %itriation is present, values ob-tailiecl in riurtieria silutiori lot the lioioe-

stutisMA',, be 'cdre it Ct sd to clculate confidence neous realistic nrodei of rMIMI. Poi1li oil 11 L 3 tel-tresent

imitsi f)r amsof ss lole-hods, or part-bods SA R [ 14[ experimental salues obtained for rutirati-shapecd figurine,

tour mart at li %ill At ith It* I and A' fr,int-to-back. the filled Asiih saline or biological phairniii llilrSu 117 ,1 i

0)-pcrtcn c, nfutinte limitr, for ss hole-bk, d\ 1.-R are The numerical solutions OUogestl tI the 1-eso011 LIii

1I 2 per ccn i of t he itca rt fu r l ic rea IILIn titotel o f I na n. frequenco, is 77 Mil' wkhich is solncskhat lhel tihan Otle

ant o. 4.9 pe~rcer iof lie triean fir cLulations replOrtetl value oftiX 71 N,111 tdetertmiintd espertineralls
eartler- his ing soticOiahu grecatet cell-to-cell vatriaition Ill. Anl important cotntributionl that canT be e1 1tedfro

\,e( base 1u 'iirid) thatit ~ ra is irniox ed b' using at numerical solutiorns for aI realistic mlodel ot Manli rithe

three-dlimenitonal iriterpo)Liri sAith the I- %salucs initiall' distribution of energ tdepositionl through the ntodvi. Pro-

caI1L1td utthir eackh tell il iactount for montic of the \arta- late-spheroidal and ellipsoidal nmodels ,,innuot he cxpctetl

ti-n ,if 1. Atithin .tell 1151 I rilinear and triquadratio: to proxide an accurate deCSCr1-iin of thie listibhuttoi of
inItepI-l1ti lit' hilt I beenused ito estimnate the Iariation energy dlepositioni since the distribution is, stron,!I.\ deperi-

, I / 1'etsseeti he ,oi ,viitcri, I he interpolaiii is, integrated dent upon detailed izeortrctrs \% hen the ltomogeneois

Lin A.IullflVi the SAR. I or the o li mriust Ic c nbc at I ippioximiation of c triples P)Cr'ltntItiiit Is us, the klisrti-

\1si llic th s.\R f, rurnl cs it 2 ' Lcels Midt thre triqiiadratic hution of eirergs deposition iii the realistic rtosel of titan

initerp 'lint lust' cjii -r iitaabesiti the calculation is in good agreenlerit \oili that found expertnetttull for

hal~ed onl 04 selssil thiut tire liritpolant thle inctease in homogeneousi niodeIcI 171 JIS 1 table I colimn,, riirierci-

cost due It' usL 11 tile itlterpuiliilt ts, ihiit I percctit -NIl cal andl eliperintentil sadiics for the tlistribiitio if ol elp
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B ACK ~ IOEFRONT
LAYER AYRLAYER

~ ' uhicreucmodel has. -edLI.(,!-I) .ii ~tiorl In) rens

Ndnt-IcaI calculatons it nsric nec dcp'kition

has e been made fi t amnodel of mni in ta has been made
'ixith careful attention to both hiiiinetric and anato0mical

Io E diagras,. X toaul if 1)( C<I 1 cells 'asC u'dIn th1C tv0dcl.
BAC K mIDDLE FRONT wihi eaie'
LAYER LAYER LAYER Ahc ailaie ag number for numerical solutions

hut facilitates accu rate modelin2.

Fig. 4 L.ocal SAR salues (,aiis 1,w per MWs (:Tm !0 fo(r h ini: - C Aic ilated post-resonan I a bsorpt ion and distribution of
neos mde ofma Aih rti 1poa iaton t 0 Miz energ\, deposition trougph the bodsN have beeni found !o

have better agreement wkith experimnrtal results than pre-
deposition For manl near resonance in free flra e. rhe viou,; calculations made usingo le ,s tcalistic model.
deposition of energy in the regions of the e,\e, heart, thigh,
and calf has been) socirei\ underestinated in prexious A( kNo\I,MI t 'Nt)(m

calculations made with less realistic models I I II 11. The authors wish to thank Dr. Gi W. Hohnmann oif the
When the inhomlogeneous; comples pC1rtjntiv ties .i tC Departinent of (ieolog\ and Geop\ sics at the Unus ersit\

used with thle model, at change of less, thin 2 percent of LUtah. Salt Lake t' for use of his computer program
t'icalk' occurs in the wishole-hotk~ .i n ige S\ R, but the wshich wAas thc starting point for the numrical IMethods
distribution of energ\ k1Cj'ostiton is i.hain1ed Ii1Z. 4 a nd used in the current work.
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APPENDIX C
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Part-body and multibody effects on absorption of radio-frequency electromagnetic energy
by animals and by models of man

0. P. Gandhi; M. J. Hagmann, and J. A. D'Andrea

Departments of Electrical Engineering and Bioengineering, L'nverstoy of Utah, Salt .uAe ('it. Utah 84112

(Recei.ed November 4. 1977.)

ine structure in the hole-body resonant curse for radio-frequency energy deposition in nan can beattributed to part-body resonances. As for head resonance, which occurs near 350 %tH/ in man, the ab-

,orptise cross section is nearly three times the physical cross section of the head. The arm has a prominent
resonance at 150 MH/. Numerical solutions, antenna theory, and experimental results on animals hac
shown that whole-body energy deposition may be increased by 50 percent or more because of multiple
bodies that are strategically located in the field. Empirical equations for SARs arc also presented along
with test data for seseral species of laboratory animals. Barbiturate anesthesia is sufficienfls disruptise of
thermoregulation that lTs of colonic temperature yield energy dose values in sescral mammals that com-
pare quite favorably with those based on whole-body calorimetry.

1. INTRODUCTION resonance of the intact human head occurs at a frequencN

Some of the experimental results on absorption of RF near 350 MHz. For head resonance, numerical solutions
energy that have been obtained from animals and from give the S parameter (ratio of absorptive cross section to
models of man have recently been evaluated in the light of physical cross section) of the intact human head as 3.00 for
numerical calculations on an improved model of man man in free space and 2.66 for man on a ground plane. The

[Hagmann et al., 1977]. Two new effects that were magnitude of resonant absorption of the intact human head
4predicted by numerical solutions and were confirmed is sufficient to cause the experimentally observed increase

experimentally are part-body resonances and multibody ef- in whole-body SAR. The numerically obtained head-
fects. Both are described in this paper for the first time. resonance frequency of 350 MHz is in agreement with the
New empirical equations for the SAR for EIIL orientation experimental data presented in this paper, but is somewhat

are also given along with test data obtained from several lower than the 450- to 470-MHz values obtained from
vertebrate species. earlier experimental data and is also lower than the first

geometrical resonance of the 10-cm isolated sphere. Further
2. PAR I -BtlY RI-St5NANt S work is in progress to resolve these differences.

Figures 1 and 2 show part- and whole-body SARs Joines and Spiegel 119741 calculate that the ratio of the
calculated for the improved model of man at various fre- absorptive cross section to the physical cross section of the
quencies in. rc,pcctivcly, free space and in electrical contact isolated human head is approximately 1.1 at geometrical
sith ground. wlen the scctor of the electric field is parallel resonance near 450 MHt and 1.4 at a second resonant peak
sslIt the niodel's long axis WE 111.) and the direction of pro- that occurs near 2.1 GHz, if appropriate allowance is made
pagation (k) is front the %entral to dorsal aspect. Fine struc- for the inhomogeneous structure of a multilayered model.
ture in the shole-bodN SARs is due to part-body The present studies indicate that the magnitude of the
resonances. geometrical resonance of the intact human head is more
In prextousl, reported experiments (with figurines) on than 1m5ice that of the isolated human head for either of the

Mholc-hod SA Rs for man, an anontalous in rase in the previously identified resonances.
rate ol cncrgy depositiotn wsas obsersed in the tgion of 470 Table I gives experimental values of SARs of figurines
\l1I/ lor IllI. attd klli. otientatiotis [Gandhi et al., 19771 .  filled with biologically simulating materials with kill, pro-
I heorcttcal studies of a 10-ctn isolated spherical model of pagation from head to toe. For these experiments, ac-
the huttan head hase shown that its first geometrical curately scaled figurines, 25.4, 33.0, and 40.6 cm in length,
tesonan.c octurs near 451) ,IH/ loitnes and Spiegel, 19741. were exposed in free space to radiation at 2450 MHz. The
()or numtcrical calculations (Iligurcs I aid 2) for the it- whole-body dose was obtained by a Thermonetics Model
proscd model of man (1-igure 3) swith E lli. have show. t that 2401-A gradient-layer calorimeter. The heads of the

figurines were attached to torsos with a saline-soaked cloth
I ,p-gl, W hss 1,,,,. ne-a , ,,-p,, lt t',, (to maintain conductive contact), which permitted easy

o(49 6N4-4 79 Ii 12-St( t$ol ()S
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I separation during subsequent measurements of head SARs. loss by evaporation for the duration of its placement in the

To determine the energy dose in the head after separation, calorimeter.
the part of the polyurethane mold that held the biologically We believe that the significance of the head's resonance,
simulated head was wrapped in Saran Wrap to prevent heat as shown in Table I, should be extended to studies of
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function of spaciril, for lhatt-wave dipoles. Figurt gise,, fit
variation of eftecise area as a function ott trequeflcs to-
dipoles of lengil i 75 mieters at a fixed ,pacint of! 0.05
Standard numerical procedures have been used to' cortpuit
the required values (it nmutual impedance of' dipoles (Bake,
ei al., 19621

Figure 4 ltiosi Owha it two thin halt-Aa'. dipoles ,r
t angent. ea chll rIIe Ccei \ a pproximtratiely \ouri hall the eiterg.\
it would reCLurs it solated in free space V-i separation,
greater thar, io oi tnee tree-space wavelengilli theien
nas hasc e itt c:ouplijig so thiat eacti has at et tectise area
approximatiir the isolated tree-space %alui. A: a spacnth
of 0.65 A. ecd. dipole will recets e about SO pericrilt More:'.1 - -- energy that it "soutu it it were isolated. FigiirL ' Sho0"'s that
at a fixed spacing of 0.65 \, 55) dipoles s'.ith lengths of
metlers "sill hate al. enhancement ot aborii 511 pctceni in
received energy, oier a tairly sside band of freCquenciecs
rather than only di itie frequenc\ for %kihict the\ are halt-
ss as dipole, A eric, (it oscillat 'ots atid t hein a roli-oft are
seer) at the high- I requetcly etid lin Figure I Since antentla
heory" has beeni sho%% ni to predict accurate S ARs or thumnt

models arid Itor Ititnal- wi th atid wsithour ncambs rfetors
[Gandid/ vi 0/., 19771 it is aniticipated t ha: the i ariat (it ot
SARs lit ilk 1KEA. stricitiatioi for tlear-relontant target, as ai
functioti of spacinig %%t! be iseir by tht curse 0hI UigIrt 4
[lie %ariatioti ot SAk %kith trequeticv to, biological targets
thai tv areparalcd zdistance ot 0.h5 stould similari' be
gis en by" the curse iii Figure 5.

Numerical solution,' has e becet obtained to, t tit
nutbd\effect L ,ii he nreoMdl fia

[Hagntann et a., 19771 [h le soluiioniflit% e been obtain,,-
igf 13 Nni nlpr5t5\ I nsodl ofma for the confiiuration of t sso teti statiditig side b\ sid, tio

ing EllII. and k directed enrtrall. I1 a~Of s titet111ly hs.
initnis I-or animals with a head similar itt siue to that of "el the left and right sides iii eacti model has nlecess'ta C.

he laboratory rat, resonance is near the. commercialls the use of 18(1 itidepetidetit cells lint (lit formiulation W 't.
,ignificant frequency oh 2450) MIH. The headsN resonance miatrix. Since there are three utiknossn) field cotti1pottir:.1
Aas not oibtainied lin earlier niirical solutions w here the each cell, the miatrix is 540t b\ i41) citiples.55ht
'atto o1 head to sshole-hody SAR stas rep~rmted as 1.(17 atl respontds to at \yltetin of 1080I sitttt11it0ite1i cqtatbor0'
3IM NIH, and 1 .09 at 4W~ NIH l~, ~hei etf ul.. 1q76 1 , 1080 real umiknoss n. Iola! comprit e ine or calh

rhe freCquncyIC (fnit nal citeigy depositiii tit the arm, body problem "sas 19 iomlt, 25 itues .kitht desl5 it~t
*s .pproxiriaiely 15011I-i "slien the arnus lenigth is nearlsr Usage of at PD)I-lf digiiid cottiptite: %% eak diZIUiitrAi
tall a fret -space wasceeti. At resotiance. the artit has a;ti domtinanice, Mu chi is inhetitn: lt hc itiatnis onlTribItit to,

absirrptir cross ectboti that is 2.3 time, tic piissical cross the conditiotintg to allots iCasotrabhle tniid-,rt CnIOr' 111111

sect ion such a large niatim. Notitteitis e nat t i soltitionis %%Vn ic
quired liir coisergence.

I \lL t IHOO I Io I ti t s Ile data poitis ilt I igurs 'L and ItepI,ilit tiis' _a
soluitioni' of' calculated etiiacctteitn ii sAR tot iniali

It tas hi-cit slims i htliafie cnerg\ absorbed os triat) it rirodels dute 10i issi-body Cfet I u Its [lii tirittCil s01111t0,i
tiiait crirrespoinds tol the energy reeeised tii'ia half - atc t eassitabl\ cotisistett %%lit a ittett, i heirs tot it

s aslipsiu iif length appioxintatlyl equal to thtn tiight Itf resonati,( as 1s sho0\ts I I Lg'isI 4,11 hut sig ii dCparIrite
tie nj it f andhi e/ at, 1976, 19771 Antenna theory has ftromt atntentna thiest 5 i ikA isesiia IICequeii5 tes
hci ised ii, calculate thie effectise area (or gain) per dipole (I liure Si A-ll hiIulii tis k i'isdiit riliiiitta theory fiaic
liii a pair Mf thin dipoles in brioadside (sagiital) corifigira- beent /eti oldet; thatis the, 1 tiC\ t11\ 11 sirtCtittiii oil-01
ion t 1K.11 k perpendicular to the line joining tbr dipole's sinusoidlal ctirrenit dilti ibuiitits. Setitti~ar fill( ainid
,enterof. Fiatire 4 gites the variation of effective area as% ai cioid-ridct cOI"tetitrit art ICqIttIed k'sl ti 'he4,111t1i.1C
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TABLE I. Experimental SAR for kIll, propagation from head to toe. Phantom models of man. Incident
power density = 10 mW cm A.

: .: I1 it, , 1', .-io ', 11, id P't , l , , , .' .
!I,,,HI,,I. . Av ,,-' t SAR ,A-, r iv . tAP* P' ,i" :,: \ ',., t ,

. , .',1 l tr,

d, 2

t,, ,1 :iIi/.~ rt]. (1 . [7 2 . 1

F.. IT F 'lr I:; v.St'T t I'

are not %er thin and the hall length is much different from MHz. The whole-body SAR is 45.4 pcrcent greater than

X,4 lKing, 1956). Thus, the izable lateral extent of the that for man in free space. hi general the body halves*1 odel of mtanl is thought :o tic re ponsihie for the dif- closest to each other have somewhait cenhancement than
lerence between numerical solutions and antenna theory at the more distant body halves, but the asymmetry is resersed
low frequencies. in the arms.

Some asymmetry is present in the distribution of A greater enhancement in the SAR by a factot as large as
ab~orbed-energy density between the two body halves in all 2.3; is anticipated for the inner targets from antenna theorN
numerical solutions obtained for the two-body effect, for !hrec or more bodies.,each of which is separated 0.65 X
Figure 6 illustrates the calculated local SAR values for one from the closest neighbors. Table 2 gives the results of'
of two models of man when the separation between the preliminary experimental tests of the multibody effect with
models is 0.65 X 2.53 m at the resonant frequency of 77 anesthetized Long-Evans rats. The configurations used in

2 1t ' ,r':

Fig. 4. Variation of gain enhancement as a function of spacing of a Fig. 5. Variation of gain erhancenent with frequency for a pair of
pair of half-wave ceipoles in broadside (sagittal) configuration. l .75-mete7 dipoles in broadside (sagittal) configuration at a spac-
Data points represei. calculated enhancements of SARs in h ema.; ug u 0.65 X. Data points represent calculated enhancements of

modls due to two-bsody effect. SARs in human models due to tso-aod effect.
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I 0.60.65

7- 0.0.5A

7 4, K

(a)

Fig. 7. Geometry5 usedl in measurement of enhancentent ol SAR,
idue to proximity of other biological bodies. (a) two-aiiaa e%-

- posure; (b) three-animal exposure.

K -7_1

preciably greater enhancement in SAR than is obtained in

Fig. 6. Local SAR values 1mWk g per MW cm) x 100 for one of either animal of a two-animal exposure. Experiments at
two homogeneous models of man havtng a center- to-center spac- several frequencies with varying interanimal spacing need
ing of 0,65 \ at 77 MII-i. Incident power density of' I mW cm-' to be done before the full implications of multibody effects

distance between closest arms of the two models = 0.51 X. o h A r nesod

4. EMPIRICAL EQUAI IONS I-OR \kHOL F-BODN
the tests are ,fhown in Figure 7. Note that for each of the AVERAGE SAR UNtDER [

7 REL-SPA( t IRRADIATION
animals, an experimental frequency considerably higher
than its resonant frequency was used, confirming the fairly The sul .conant frequency dependence (Gandhi et a/.
wide-band nature of the multibody effect. Note also that 1977] an, observed I/If dependence in the suprareso-
the central animal in a three-animal ensemble has ap- nant region have been used to develop the empirical equa-

I AM 1 .- . L %per; mental enhancemne n t SAN due to prox~imity to other biological bodies. Attethetured
I ong-t-.sans rats with EL. at 245(0 M11z. Center-to-center interanimal separation 0.(65 (-.7 96 cm).

N-- Ni NI
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TABLE 3. Ermpirical equations for SARs in human models and in laboratory animals. Free-space irradia-
tion, Eld. polarization, resonant frequency, J. = 11.4 I...,- GHz.

1I1fl,!h tt ,d~ti., '-in ,, i,,,A .'15g; lii S' t 7I,. :

O l 11 1 1 - , l

tions in Table 3 for the whole-body average SAR for for this discrepancy is not clear. Subtracting the mass of the
human models and for laboratory animals with E polariza- plumage from the whole-body mass of the birds increases
lion. While the numbers of biologically simulating models the values calculated via the empirical equation by a few
of man are the same as those reported earlier !Gandhi el aL, percent but does not explain the observed difference for*119771, the coefficients for S ..., and SARs of laboratory this avian. (3) Reliable correlations between whole-body

4 animals are 59 percent higher and are derivable from anten- calorimetric values on freshly killed animals and SARs

na theory for the capture cross section of0.38 X dipoles by a based on measurements of colonic temperature of
procedure similar to that of Gandi et uL [19761. The re- anesthetized animals confirm the rapid hemodnamic

ised higher values for SARs are in good agreement with dispersion of heat in living animals. Previous measurements
experimentally determined values (Table 4) for several of field intensities needed for comparable times to convul-
animal species. For the data in Table 4, the animals were sion [Gandhi and Hunt, in preparation] at different fre-
anesthetized (sodium 1 entobarbital, 45 mg kg-) to prevent quencies has also demonstrated that whole-body integral
movement and to maintain thereby a fixed orientation and dose and dose rates are important parameters in the studs
also to limit pharmacologically the normal thermo- of living animals.
regulatory functions of the animal sPuithoff et aLm, )977).
The experimental SAR was calculated from the increase in s CONCSIONS

colonic temperature (cloacal temperature in the case o1 Numerical solutions based ot an improved mtodl of tan
lizards and birds) after three minutes of free-space irradia- have demonstrated that the deposition of irtergr at
lion at 100 mW cm-. For the 500-g rat and the 120.3-g supraresonant freqtencies has a fine itrulure that is
dove, freshly euthanizcd animals were used and the ascribable to resonance of body parts,. Failtre to alloss for
calorimeter was employed to determine the whole-body the detailed structure of the body of man throtugh usc of
dose; the procedure was similar to that outlined by Phillips prolate spheroidal, ellipsoidal, and other ideali/ed tuidel'

et al. [1975). The points to note in Table 4 are: (I) The would cause the part-body resonances to be oerlooked.
SARs from the empirical equationis for laboratory animals The enhanicemnent of elect rornagttet ic etnergy depositiotn in
(for the supraresonant region shown in Table 3) correlate the head at head-resonant frequencies may be itpOrtant it
well with experimental measurements on several species future studies of the lood-brain barrier a gd of anitmal
that range in mass from 18.8 to 2245 g, and in length, from behavior. Numerical olttions, attenta theory, aid cs
8 to 44 cm. For these animals, a whole-body SAR varying perimental results with animals have sho-n that energy
by a factor of 36.1:1 is observed at 50 mW cm- for deposition is altered by multibody effects. A maximum of
2450-MHz irradiation. (2) For ring doves there is a signifi- about 50 percent enhancement in SAR is found with t\,o
cant difference between experimental values of SARs and bodies, but significantly greater enhancement is possible
those calculated using the empirical equation. The reason with three or more bodies, interbody spacing being critical.
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IlI 1 41. 1101t: hod\ \,R '.'- V !itW~ or El.i )2.j0 ot i.tan and f'or laboratory animals with the vector of- the E
Cesc~ al ~c. latbot a or! a ni'als it rad jaied b.. 24"' !At tI IIt, prlelt h oys ogai.Te miiacttcres_ it, .,cc space. I reslils t\ .Ie attitnals atud a it *r~o tedprle otebd' ln ss h miia A

ticti~ Mlodel 2.40;~-A gradtcirt-la~vr calorimteter "er ti-c to %alues are shown to be in good agreement with the ex-
tttca,urc ilie sotl g rat aiud the I 20.3-g doe. Otther nieasttrettwitts perimentul values obtained f'or ses eral animal species.

are ba Ned on attest betuied attiniats.
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APPENDIX D

Rad',d k;, itlte k Atunse \uiv- (,'s, page, 21 29, N,'cjnhs:-tDcccmnbe 1 19-,

Numerical -,alculation of electromagnetic energ3 deposition in models o' man "itlt
grounding and reflector effects

M. J. Hagmnn and 0. t. Ganidhi

IOepta'Iiiei ,) FL-4 trai( a/Lnii4,, ,t ng~, /an,~ H ' I ~l ,t - ,1 1 di/ ,,J! I J I. I 1 14

I aethelr has been Lued it)o btai, rnonIel.I-iiieihjsI _JI t ... ... , .~i ' ii

snilclg\ tin standard mln ft unction I g:]i,,n ii, -, s 1'- , !
agreenen t " aih e-,peri Ilel it 1 1, dtit. F0ar I he Ili of I Il ,I.. I- "I I l . ,l
,11ift, from r NIHeiin free pa~.c io4'\1l--F sshni an llll I'll.1 !- - 's ''J li i
or Wee (li Ss ilak ansi fil4leiie\ m i i t revllli I ll I,, z, i'iii' I!. 'k

antenna theor.

,s ri s - (SllIl S ll I ll'Aitsk 1,s 1 pio-Ihls h' thc n'.,
F xperirnental observations of g 'nittdinlgdaud rcflecto i- l tp~ h .I,:'I I A:

hii ae been reported pretiousk 1-ai nurzeric:-fl metho, udx . 1.1d I, e
has e no! heen avaiiahV. to confit'- !!c obsers atiotis [Gari- a

dIhi et al., 1977hb1J We ha \ c u Ised iage theory t o rcduce ilthe 'z~t s . ,:
obc~lern of itan either grou~nded osr in ftont of reflectors ,I) ihallgs

thiit -if a multibody target in free space. X lnetmhd 'i t-

solutions of the electric-field integral equatiott hatec a pulsc- 1 m, 'Ile[ I

"unction basis and delta functions for testing. A I 80-MI us , laed lo " tanci

:clrtions [H-agmiann et al., 1 9771. M- 11il. I~ 1 :,C ils ' Is Ie \111,-,A,! ai' , :W111

2 \tP11t tR A IN (IF1 tM-Si I iFF-(RN
5I Fl H ( OMPI'[SMO\sF

-ill reflectors aind ground planes are asitted to lie LL
-'c .idus:tor, attd intfittite itt extett thetn the\ ma'.j hl

- '.cU a tbleimtages of the scatteving h ads are In-
1,-d 'si Cev polari/atiou currents itt the images cotttribut

ill t +'.iitcrmtg, it is nesessar,, to treat all parts, of the scat-
'he in',aves ats discrete L11. If pu1ke1 fut~c- %k here 1'. L m h t i, vsi - .

"aIs is ttece- arN diit eatci h s aOk ltim Jiagtuil iin. -i. ;C. ii -

rn- I -i: ' n, th;: the electric field that it conitains ttta\ ;;att ix.

-:,tad ohlitiont t '.ith pulse kuien, iir ax ill ' -t 1"tttw si ,.0,' >. '

ts!iIi . wh iel, t o ttis Ol e n k I ''l s1\ 1 i1 t I I' it Hl !,I r -I - - -

-ii.h l Itte inidtelecri fi'it l E.[ [
Iu 51,45: - - I in 7 h,xt ke di rex-1 l c kilol
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E, 3 El'E~E

a %here. ' is an ti by m matrix formally defined by A C: 13 IMAGE EV Ell
first in rows of: E.--a L E -l

E.] El
E2.1  

E OY lv

In implementing compresin th oputation of z
rmratrt.\ A is made by making nmdfepassthrough
the loops that %%ould normal beue t tcuulate the
scattering matrix.

We have used compression a ith imiage theory to treat a X
body wkith one plane o sm act\ahose; . plurd Plane, a, i g W111i rfdatiMrhIP1 10r .. hoJ W!' 011' 1'!
is Shown in F-igure 1. The field relatioinships used tor a hod.\ in I ron t St aflat ieltor: 1- 6. Is : .-I a th one plane 0t symnmetry in front of a I'at I etlector are
sho\ n in I gure 2. It is al,,, rossible to se~ comiprcssion a here c is an integer. Field relation~liips jsed for bd
ss ith imnage theo:y to treat at body itt a :')'TIC reflector, it a ith one plane of syrimetr\ in fron o4 it 90 cornerT rC!*'Ce&
i.Ie corner reflector has a dihedral angle equal to 180 totb are shown in Figure 3.

z/

ENS -Ell EG E4

\ 5 E -Ell E6 En

BODY 
/, l R l

E-4 -MG El/MG MG . l

uE-3-E1 V3N e -

IMAGE 1,2 Ell El

EY - Ell Ell
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I here are Iss o types of ss mmetrN relationships used for E
aloes in the three figure,,: (1t Twso points located srni-

itietrcalls in respect to a plane of symnietr% of the bod%
that contains both k and E, will necessarilv have E values

that are mirror imiages so that the two halves are in-
* dusiii~uihahletinder reflection. (2) Two points located

Ns ininciricallN in respect to a plane of symmetry of the body
thai conitains k and is perpendicular to E, will necessarily
litae 1, salues tltat are negated mnirror itmages, so that if the
%alties are exchanged, they will correspond to the solution
or tipposilcl\ directed E- . [Fisl, rclationtship is also found
oy itso poijits located s~nitmciricallN iii respect to aground

plai toc it) a flat reflect tirias req u ired for symmnet ricalI m o-
tinoni l ia cltatte atid its ittage.

,\it alicritis e to the use of imiage theory ss ith compres-
,tionI, isto list spccial Gircecis fanctions in place of the free-
space (iccits I tnci ion. Special Green's functions are
aoitlable that could he used to account for scattering ob-
Jects located teat targets, has ing various shapes and even
finite 0ltdUCii ies 17Thi, 1071; Ba~os. 1966). We have not
set pursued thie use of' sucht Green's functions.

[he results of calculations for grounding and reflector
efIfects are described itt the niext sections.

3. GROUND EFFECTS BAC K MIDDLE FRONT
L AYER LAYE6R LAYER

All calculations of ground~ng effects have assumed that a I g. 4. 1 ocal SAR %alues (%k kgj per tit'\ cit I) x hixt tot.1tian is standing on or above a perfectly conducting ground itttonitogetieous titodel itt itan II ttree space at t0 M01-1.

plane that is itnfinite in extent. The incident field is verti-
cally polariied with k directed from the vental to the dorsal
aspect of the man. internal fields in the model are (tie sante plante at 10 MHz'. Figure 6 is consistent %% ith) he experimelt-
as those in one-htalf of a double-man, which consists of the tal observation on models that a small separation that
ntodel atid its image itt free space. A 180-cell model of the hreak,, electrical cotntact %Nitlt thte ground platne is sufficiet
50th-percentile standard ntan has been used for the calcula- to eliminate much of the groundintg effect IGand/ i w al.,
tions [Huginann el al., 19771. 19751. Sescral calcutlatiotts mtade for Ithe groutnded resontant

i hte calculated re- tlat I reql titc ofI mat stantd inmg ott a frequntcy of' 47 MIMH shots a fall-off itt tmagn itutde of

g- ron it U plane t, -4 %111 / as, com pared t o 77 NM I-1 for rita i t grontd intg effects. wsithI increasing d istIantee froint th lgron d
tree space. I[tc spectttc absorptiotn rate (SARI of niai tot platte, whIich is similar to the resuilts at Mt \111/ 0 igitre h)l.
t he gr litttd Platte at l te red uteed resornanit (requntt is 32 .5.-A model composed of' 292 cells \\sta made b\ di' ding etch
percent itietci tain (lie 'S..R for miar tnt free space at thle otf the six lowsest cells in each leg of thle I St -cel Imtdl inito
free-space resotim i requtentc\. At\ lower treq tIiec , ( lie ei ght itcal ecubical cells. Six solut ion mtt tade ftort the
SAR sit mtani st antd in tigtt a g rountd platte Inias lie inmcreatsed 292-cell mtodel anrd duipl icated w\ithi te I 80-cell ittdel I ug-
ctitside iabl hItotit Itat otfI[tie samte itodel intt ree space. gest th(at i te fall-tiff oft hle grotuntdintg e ffcct ss it h inicreas ieg

( its i tic rcase rcsi ts I rout thlesc frequienic ies beintg clo ser toi dlistanlce frloitt thle grotintd plane mnay he sli ghitly s losser ( halit
restutamiec for tie grtointded utah . I sir exartile t( It NI Hr is found us iti Ithe 180-cell tmodel.
lie S,.\R tf iait statndinig tutia grtiiuid platte is 0.11 Figture 7 shows part- and whole-body SARs for the model

kg ,pe II% ciiy , MuItchi is ibsitit set etine ilt tlii toind of' nt standing ton a ground plane at various frequeticies.
toti lie saute itutdel itt tree space. [lie part-body resonances showni in Figure 7 have also been

-irures 4 atid 5 lillustrate. rCspCetiIelv. the distihiitiut 0f observed in calcitlatitiut for the sante model of man in free
absls it td cit rg iii maIII t Illall10\1/il icifre spacecantd iiicult- space [Gorudhi et ill., 9~7

7
al1. I-lie ettlantcemet . in absorp-

tact till i i ot id p Ianti. I lieci Ithanceen t if lteal Ii on of energy dime to thIe presence of a ground platte is

CIIV L s C1i iit iii (file ( Is itt.prt itiditipe fleetl is a pprtus- greatest iii t he leg anid least in thle head.- Figutre 8 shows,
tatIsl a factoir it 60ill ii tc a rca sit thle lieef wlitle-body S AR s for thle tmodel of tian both Ii i free space
I itti 0 tshkts tic pat i-lit ,d% andu \s lolc-bid%1 'A R lor atid \%hlen stanidinig til a grtotund platte at various freqitei-

lie ittidel ot itiat tlt it 11cre'nt spacinygs frtitm Iic ugrioud cies. Groiidit! effects are nmost promtinment at ltot frequet-
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A\ll calculatiolns sit ichlecirc et' se li ssumend that I

niail is standing in) troutl st a iellceti that is 1trteetl% :on-

dactine and infinite tin ceit. [iec inoejdtt field is I erileali
polarized with k directed fromt the \entral to the dorsal

* aspect of the manl. One image is required for a flat reflector
and three are needed for a 90" corner reflector.

The enhancement of SAR due to reflector effect,, is
* approximately the same as the ratio of cfective area of a

half-wave dipole with a reflector to that of an isolated
dipole in free space [Gandhi ef at, 1977b). Antenna theory
has been used to perform numterical calculations made for
the model of man. Standard procedures have been used for
computation of the required values of mutual impedance of
dipoles [Baker and LaGrone, 1962].

igores 9- 12 shows t he cnhanccemcnt of- cncrg\ absorptioin
as calculated for thle tnodcl of inan ss it h reflect or ci ice'
anmd t hc correspotndintg gain -coltattemien t Jact or' tafe uat ed
for thin dipoles from antenna lhcor . \allics oit cnhan~e
men t for thle \\ holc-bod]\ as ciagc S AR has c h enl Used InI
preparnnlL I igurcs 9-12. hut thce cuirse' for part -hod% eci g

K Q absorptio'n arc nearly identical. liiclt indiais> that tihe

B ACK MIDDLE FRONT distrihution of encrg\ throught the mnodel is almost indepxti-
LAYER LAYER LAYER diio h rsneo elco.I prneolale i

I w. 5. 1 oeal SARt iAttme iii h9 Perin\ 100 I'l Figures 9-12 are for models of mian anld %Cre rCpoted
iifiomiioveiio'i mloiel )Iti ian tithil oti a gou ird Planec 1t earlier [Ganmdhi et at, 1977b].

lii \thti igures 9 amid 10 silo\% the \ariation of ctihattiem oI
ctierg\ absorption a's a function o1 11acilt! truth a refleCt or

cies. Above a frequenc oif' about 2WX Nfl-1t, part- and a t ile free-space resomatnt frentf-C~ of \111/. Itt f iegrt 1)
whole-body SA R values, shlo\% little dependence on thle t lie tnumieria en I at lor tile ttiodel of(it tia at e liatitkCe

presence of a ground platne. belo\% the cars c I or thiin dipole' at smtall 'atic' o! epxu t

.-

....... ........... . . .

u) A --- -
-

-- - -- -- -- -

cL
cn

Li

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 35.0 17.5 20.0

DISTANCE FKOM GROUND PrOtN[ CM1.

F ir. %\ 55tiuut-5ixI SAks In mmiiI liii dicrelit rPalgs toni fie vtomiluf aii ltt I.knt
1httd. icidemi Pouset &f11,11i il I III\\ :III
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Fig. 7. Part-body SARs for a homogeneous model of man on a ground plane; EEL, k ventral to dorsal.

incident power density of 1 mW cm-1.

tion. Antenna theory requires that the gain be small when results that are obtained from models of man. Antenna
the spacing is not much greater than the thickness of the theory requires that the gain decrease at higher frequencies
dipole, but such variation is missed in the thin dipole when the effective area of the dipole images is blocked by
approximation. the physical cross section of the dipole, but such variation is

Figures II and 12 show the variation of enhancement of missed in the thin-dipole approximation.
energy absorption as a function of frequency for fixed All gain calculations have been based on zero-order
ratios of spacing to wavelength. The antenna-theory antenna theory; that is, they have no correction for non-
calculations were made for a thin dipole with a length of sinusoidal current distributions. Significant first- and
1.75 meters, which is identical to the height of the model, second-order corrections are required when the antennae
Figures I I and 12 show that the reflector effects are found are not very thin and the half-length is much different from
over a wide range of frequencies. Values for the model of V4 [King, 1956]. The sizable lateral extent of the model of
man have a pronounced roll-off at higher frequencies, man is thought to be responsible for the difference between
which is not seen in calculations for the thin dipoles. In
Figures 1 and 12 it can be seen that the rate of roll-off of
the SAR at high frequencies is consistent with experimental .....

*. .. ..

3.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0. 0. 0. 0W 0.8 0.5 .
J .T.c !N 3AVO..DT°

.Fig. 9. Variation of gain enhancement with spacing for a half-wave
dipole in front of a flat reflector. Squares represent numerical
solutions for enhancement of SARs in man at 77 N41Hz (L. X =

Fig. 8. Whole-body SARs for homogeneous model of man: E It. k 0.45). Solid circles represent experimental values for anatomically
ventral to dorsal, incident power density of I mW cm". scaled figurines at L, X = 0.417.
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4 '

. . .......

0.0 0. 4 0.5 0 m9.2 1 8 4"o t.' t,'

Fig. 10. Variation of gain enhancement with spacing for a half-
wave dipole in front of a 90 ° corner reflector. Squares represen 1.75-meter dipole 1.5 X from a 90 corner reflector. Squares repre-

numerical solutions for enhancement of the SAR in man at 77 sent numerical solutions for enhancement of SARs in man. Solid
MHz (L/> = 0.45). Solid circles represent experimental values for circles represent experimenta values for anatomically scaled

anatomically scaled figurines at L/X = 0.417. figurnes.

Examples of the effect of such supergain combinations are

numerical solutions and antenna theory at low frequencies seen in the experimental values in Figures 10-12.

in Figure 12. Figures 13 and 14 were copied from an experimental
The numerical solutions indicate that for frequencies study of finite-size corner reflectors (Cottony and Wilson,

near resonance, the enhancement in SAR due to a reflector 19581. In both figures the angle of- the aperture was ad-

is approximately equal to the enhancement in gain of a justed for maximum gain at a particular distance of the

half-wave dipole with the same reflector configuration. Ex- dipole from the reflector. For reflector lengths greater than

perimental studies on models of man have also shown that about 0.5 . (Figure 13), the aperture angle is 900 and

the enhancement of SAR is equal to the enhancement in distance of the dipole from the reflector is 1.5 k. For reflec-

gain of a dipole, but the gain must be calculated for the tor lengths greater than 1.0 X (Figure 14), the aperture angle

finite experimental reflector rather than for an infinite

reflector having the same dihedral angle. For certain com- 5
binations of length and width of the reflecting sheets, a .40b , t 20b
finite corner reflector may exhibit supergain - a gain 3 Ob

significantly greater than that for infinite reflecting planes I
[Cottony and Wilson, 1958; Scheikunoff and Frls, 19521.

S -.

i~I... 5 .d* - -

tOo (MC to' MOTH OF rE RErLECThG PLANES !N WAVLENG'r-S4,,

Fig. 13. Contours of constant gain for a corner-reflector antenna

Fig. II. Variation of gain enhancement with frequency for a with the dipole in third position for various reflector sizes. For
1.75-meter dipole 0.75 X from a flat reflector. Squares represent lengths greater than - 0.5 \, the aperture angle is 901 and the
numerical solutions for enhancement of SARs in man. Solid circles distance of the dipole from the reflector is 1.5 \ [Coetanv and
represent experimental values for anatomically scaled figurines. Wilson, 1958].
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APPENDIX E

SOME RECENT RESULTS 91J THE DEPOSITION OF ELECTMW NETIC
ENERGY IN ANIMALS AND MDELS OF MAN

0. P. Gandhi and M. J. Hagmann
Departments of Electrical Engineering and Bioengineering

University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

ABSTRACT

A realistic human model and improved numerical methods have

been used for calculation of deposition of electromagnetic energy.
Unlike earlier solutions both the average absorption and the dis-

tribution of absorbed energy within the model are in good agree-

ment with experimental measurements made using phantom models. The
distribution of absorbed energy is frequency-dependent and may be
explained in terms of resonance of the various body parts. Numer-
ical solutions for man near a ground plane and near reflectors are
presented for the first time. At 10 MHz the specific absorption
rate (SAR) of man standing on a ground plane is about seven times

that for man in free space. Multibody effects have been predicted
from antenna theory and observed with experiments using anesthetiz-

ed rats. For two resonant targets separated by 0.65 X an increased

SAR, 170 percent of the free-space value, has been observed.

Proceedinqs of the Workshop on PhytoicaZ Basis of Flctromanetic
Interactions with Bioloical Syjstemn, University of Maryland,

June 15-17, 1977 (Editors: L. S. Taylor and A. Y. Cheung)
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DESCRIPTION OF MODEL AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

Solutions in electromagnetics are facilitated by choosing a model of

simple geometry. Then an exact analytical solution may be possible, or a

numerical solution may be expressed in terms of easily constructed whole-

domain basis functions. We have rejected such methods since emphasis was

placed on a realistic model of man. When simple geometries are not possible,

one can always attempt a solution by "brute-force" using moment methods with

a subsectional basis. We have used moment method solution of the electric

field integral equation with a pulse function basis and delta functions for

testingi
A total of 180 cubical cells of various sizes were used to obtain a best

fit of the contour on diagrams of the 50th percentile standard marna Sizes

and placement of the cells is shown in Fig. 1. Anatomical cross sectic 3 3s,

were used in partitioning bone, fat, skin, muscle, lung tissue, air, heart,

brain, kidney, liver, and spleen through the cells. Whole-body volume frac-

tions of each tissue type are in agreement with published values. Properti-A.

reported in the literature for the tissue types 57have been used to cal':u-

late the volume-weighted complex permittivity of each cell.

Previously reported solutions for models of man have a ratio of 239.1

for energy deposition in one pair of adjacent cells at 10 MHz a. The arrange-

ment and different sizes of cells in the present model cause the maximum ratio

of energy deposition for a pair of adjacent cells to be 8:1 at the same fre-

quency. The pulse function approximation is invalid if conditions force sig-

nificant variation of E within the cells and a large difference between cal-

culated energy deposition in adjacent cells suggests the existence of such

variations.

If A is the side of a cubical cell and k represents the magnitude of the

complex propagation vector within the cell, then substantial variation of the

electric field must occur within the cell if kA > 1/6- 9. Thus the pulse func-

tion approximation may not be justified at frequencies above 200 MHz with the

nr~ model suggesting an increasing error at higher frequencies. Volume
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Figure 1.
An improved model of man for numerical calculations.
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weighting of the complex permittivity within each cell may also be unjusti-

fied at frequencies above 200 MIz though the results appear reasonable to at

least 500 MHz.

A numerical solution using a pulse function basis results in a single

value representing E within each cell. It is possible to use the E values to

calculate 1/2 GE * E for each cell and use a volume average to estimate the

specific absorption rate (SAR) . Large numbers of cells must be used in order

to find accurate values of SAR by such a procedure. For example, our calcu-

lations of the SAR of a 12cm muscle cube at 1 MHz show an error of 37% with

eight cells, 26% with twenty seven cells, and 20% with sixty four cells. The

delta functions used for testing enforce the integral equation at the center

of each cell so that the calculated values are most representative of the

cell centers. Inspection of the solutions suggests that the local values of

E have appreciably less error than occurs in the SAR. If there is much vari-

ation of E within a scattering body then even if we have exact values of E at

the cell centers appreciable error would be expected in the calculated SAR.

We have found that accuracy is improved by using a three-dimensional inter-

polant 10 with the E values initially calculated for each cell to account for

some of the variation of E within each cell. Trilinear and triquadratic

interpolants have both been used to estimate the variation of E between the

cell centers. The interpolant is integrated in calculating the SAR. For the

12cm muscle cube at I MHz, the SAR found, using twenty seven cells with the

triquadratic interpolant, has error comparable with the calculation using

sixty four cells without the interpolant. The increase in cost due to use

of the interpolant is about one percent. All values of energy absorption in

this paper have been calculated using interpolants.

DISTRIBUTION OF ABSORBED ENERGY -- PART BODY RESONANCES

The principal contribution from the free space calculations is the dis-

tribution in energy deposition. Figure 2 shows the part-body and whole-body

SAR for the homogeneous model of man with two-thirds the complex permittivity

of muscle with E £ and k directed front-to-back. Calculated values of
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Part-body SAR for homogeneous model of man. Incident intensity = 1 m14-cm
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whole-body SAR are typically within 20% of values found for prolate-spheroidal

and ellipsoidal models11 . Unlike earlier numerical models the distribution

of absorbed energy within the model is in good agreement with that found ex-

12perimentally for homogeneous phantom models . For free space irradiation with

this polarization near resonance, the local absorption in the legs and neck is

considerably higher than the whole-body average while the torso has less than

-i average absorption.

When the inhomogeneous complex permittivities are used with the model, a

change of less than two percent occurs typically in the whole-body SAR, but a

more significant change occurs in the distribution of energy deposition.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the distribution of absorbed energy in man at 80

MHz in free space for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous models, respectively.

One difference is that the inhomogeneous model has reduced absorption in

regions with high bone content.

In previously reported experimental1 3 results on whole body SAR for man,

an anomalous increase in the rate of energy deposition was observed in the

region of 470 MHz for k 11 L and E L orientations. This has now been iden-

tified as the first (geometrical) resonance frequency of the head. Continu-

ing experiments have given the absorption cross section for the head region

as large as 3.1 times the physical cross section, perhaps on account of re-

flections from the nearby torso. At the head resonance frequency, an SAR 4.5

times the average value for the rest of the body has been experimentally ob-

served.

Higher order resonances based on a multilayer formulation may exist for

the head region at higher frequencies. Initial numerical results show one

such resonance at frequencies of the order of 2000 MHz. It is, however, an-

ticipated that the overall absorption cross section at these frequencies may

not be as large as that for the first resonance, where an enhancement factor

of 3.1 has been observed for the head region.

The frequency for maximum energy deposition in the arms is approximately

150 MHz (see Fig. 2) with an absorption cross section that is 2.3 times the

physical cross section.
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GROUND EFFECTS

Experimental observations of ground and reflector effects1 3 have been

reported previously but numerical methods have not been available to explain

the observations. We have used image theory to reduce the problem of man

above ground or in front of reflectors to a multibody problem in free space.

Symmetries have been used to reduce the matrix size.

All calculations of ground effects have assumed that man is standing on

or above a perfectly conducting ground plane that is infinite in extent. The

incident field is vertically polarized with k directed front-to-back on the

man. Internal fields in the model are the same as those in one half of a

double-man consisting of the model and its image in free space.

The resonance frequency of man standing on a ground plane is one half

that for man in free space. The SAR of man on the ground plane at the re-

duced resonant frequency is within 2 percent of the SAR for man in free

space at the free-space resonance frequency.
At 10 MHz the SAR of man standing on a ground plane is 0.0163 watts/kg

per mW/cm 2, which is about seven times that found for the same model in free

space. The en~lancement in SAR due to the ground effect is found since the

frequency of 10 MHz is much closer to the grounded man resonance frequency

(=35 MHz) than to the free-space resonance frequency (=70 Mz).

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the distribution of absorbed energy in man at

10 MHz in free space and in contact with the ground plane, respectively. The

enhancement factor in local energy deposition due to the ground effect is

about 60 in the heel area.

Figure 7 shows the part body and whole body SAR for the inhomogeneous

model of man with different spacings from the ground plane at 10 MHz. A small

small separation that breaks electrical contact with the ground plane is suf-

ficient to eliminate much of the ground effect.
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REFLECTOR EFFECTS

All calculations of reflector effects have assumed that man is standing

in front of a reflector that is perfectly conducting and infinite in extent.
+

The incident field is vertically polarized with k directed front-to-back on

the man. One image is required for a flat reflector and three are needed for

a 90° corner reflector.

At 65 MHz the computed SAR is 4.87 times the free-space value when man

is 0.1875 X in front of a flat reflector and 16.6 times the free-space value

when man is 1.5 X in front of the axis of a 900 corner reflector.

Antenna theory may be used1  to calculate the ratio of effective area

of a 'ialf-wave dipole with a reflector to that of the dipole in free space.

Such ratios are within 16% of the above calculated factors of enhancement of

SAR due to reflect-r effects.

For certain length-to-width ratios, the experimentally 1 3 observed en-

hancement in energy deposition is 30 to 40% higher than that anticipated

from antenna theory and calculated numerically for reflectors of infinite

dimensions. This phenomenon is, once again, in agreement with experimentally

obtained antenna gains for finite size 1 corner reflector antennas. Sigvni-

ficantly 'enhanced rates of energy deposition are projected for all kinds of

corner angles (not just the values corresponding to 180 /n, where n is an

integer) and for reflector lengths and widths that are no more than a frac-

tion of a wavelength at the resonance frequency.

MULTIBODY EFFECTS

Driving point inpedance values for a broadside array of two half-wave

dipoles i s have been used to prepare Fig. 8 which shows the variation of ef-

fective area per dipole with spacing. If the two dipoles are tangent, each

will receive approximately one half the energy it would receive if isolated

in free space. For separations greater than two or three free space wave-

lengths, the antennas have little coupling so that each has an effective area

approximating the isolated free space value. At a spacing of 0.65 X, each

dipole will receive about 56% more energy than it would if it were isolated.
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It has been shown13 that the energy absorbed by man at resonance corresponds

to the energy received by a half-wave dipole of length approximately equal to

the height of the man. Mutual impedance, and hence driving point impedance,

values are dependent upon the shape of the antenna elements, but we may ex-

pect that the variation of SAR with spacing for two men near resonance is

similar to Fig. 8.

Preliminary experiments using animals have confirmed the existence of

multibody effects. We have used anesthetized adult rats with E H L ori-
entation and frontal (broadside) incidence. In tests with 480 ± 50 gram

rats at 600 MHz with an incident intensity of 100 mW/cm2 , isolated animals

had an average temperature increase of 0.675 C/min. For two animals placed

0.65 X apart, the monitored animals had an average temperature increase of

1.140 C/min. A 70 percent increase in SAR was caused by the presence of the

second animal.

Antenna theory suggests similar enhancements in SAR for targets in the

subresonance and supraresonance regions, also for spacing on the order of

0.65-0.7 X. Furthermore, a greater enhancement in the SAR by a factor as

large as 2.5 is anticipated for the inner targets with three or more ele-

ments.
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Head Resonance: Numerical Solutions
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Abstract-We have used numerical solutions and experinents with resonances for bod% parts such as, the head and arms., as
phantom models of man. and experiments with the Long Evans rat to show wvell as for the whole bod \ IlI] I urther \% ork has been
the existence of head resonance. Greatest absorpstion in the head region of done regarding head resonance, Since we believe the phe-

*man occurs at a frequency of ahout 375 Ntliz. Absorption is stronger for oe nna\h im rtti heSufhha.rl
wvvee propagation from head to toe than It Is when the electric field is nmnnna eiprati h td fhhsoa
parallel to the long axis. The highest absorption cross secion for the effects, blood- brain barrier pernieabilit\, cataractoizene'is,.
human head Is projected to he approximately 3.5 times its phosicai cross and other microwxave hioeffects.

secton.Our resuilts sho%% that the first icso'nanct: of the intaici

I ROI ( IWhuman head 'cLurS 11 a1 frequenc% of ahotit 3-5 \11I1' and
I. Ii~tt~t (lioNhas, an S~ paraweter r~atio of ih orptiion cross- coion ltoWH FAV'E previouslk reported numerical soltions*,phxNSical a'ssection) of aibout 3 ' for incident plne

for the deposttion of electromagnetic enerpt ii a waveCs propagating from head to toe EFirlier ~luiin
realisttc model of man which showed the esistence of for a Spherical model of the isolated human head Sho~ked

a geometrical re' c'n~, n e% with .N = I I near 450) \1 I Ii and
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Wse hae used "-.caLratcl -ciI "'r e L' it i'.

-. 25.4- 3 3.0-. and 40) 6-Cmi lengi. A1 hi 'k Ii.,iai plarItOn

inixturc, 71 described In I able1 t mondel the ex-p, sure
* of mian to plane ssa 'in- free Npii,. All %i]aI ne. Of At-

'Olhed dlose tsere mneasured INN'w i I her n'netiR N niodci

2401-A gradient lar er aiiri tr ih feunrine had th-e
head attached t, the torso' h- a l,\ ei ' Nih nc-Niaked

s- -, C h, . h ru c Ii iiT fi,i Cn P i f r<a (j, ' ,1 io cloth, t hus rnaiiit~,inli Cuindu icts k- ot ~ t I-'it I s ire1,

-T~r~cr ',irii ,,i -nd ihd rn rker, are f'ir pliar- ea -N separahiltt\ for nicaNureinlent of c-ner,-s, depoitioiir n
~~icis is t~~~~he head. For determinatiinifheairddoente

head. after separation, the part of the piil\urethane mild
holding the hiological phantim nmaterial Nhaped in the
fiortm of the head was wkrapped inl saranl "rap to liminit loiN

- .- ""~~ 'of s'..ater h. csaporatlilil.

.........-... .~ - able H gives the experimental alues iof S AR for

I.. -. -. figurines cointainingu hiiliigi..al phantiit nmixture, atnd 1

radiated with pro )pagation fri)m head to tioe, A plot of
-data from [ able I I onl I- ig .5 sho\%, gooRd agceetrient

between the numerical solution,, and experiment. wih

- -I mphantom models of man. The values in Table 11 suggest
) that for propagation from hea to tioe, the miagiiude of

absorption inl the head region near head reso nanCe is, not

7 7 -..- I stronglt dependent on orientation of the Li \,ector.
- r - 3Both the numerical solutions in Section 11 and the

I ' fphantom figurines haVe used homnoveneous models. T-he

I -, --next section of this paper presents experimental data
- obained wvith the Iong [stans, rat.
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Fig~~~~~~~~ 6 ~tSRsiu~ ai e iiga o i Wn~,wdn able I II gives the experimiental %alues of SA R for
field%~ ~ ~ ~ ine -e cl,10MD *ha otw !fotlt hA several tests made with both freshli, killed and anesthe-

whiite-h.,is axerage -1101 12 head averagc- ' 014 wied I isng F-vans rats [ he number of nmeasuretments 1,n)
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SIM 5-
t re ilso ,i\.en in the 1,,1 il ' ,' -i 1ChSii \k tl has e ued three methods to siud\ head resonance:

head ieS-inrince for i miinoni-Srid rii -I . '0. TICAVr irrr:1CriFI soluion1S expeimenItsI with phantom models of
,he rest frCequenCtsI of 245(1 Mili.r& .ind esperirricts xth the Long- Us ans rat. All three

oiin he ntohe~to rts facre 015Cr U.1 Of-i ki L orinti 'i ahes shoA tire existence of head resonanrce. T'he
sodim petohi hiol t faihtae us of.i fxed rieitci phnimm' appears to hl e at greater mnitude for

tion i nd limit thriorruao>fiicii.(;lolltirii , prpot fromi head to tioe than for E 1. ortenta-
measurements Axcrc used to detenmi (ftiete Ash'orhed d x tion. I or the former orienta tioni the head absorption cross
in the fre'dr I k ied r;i, t lhce nicasi enICIII ik wre Made section as high as 3.5 times the phx sical cross section IS
using a I hermionetics model 24(11 -A Seeheck cnveb re projected -
gradient layer calorimeter. I he dose wa also determined The numerical solutioni,, which are supported b\ thle
h.% measuremvent of the Talc oif icreaise in rat colonicexrintlestsf paom odsofra.sugt

tenire~itre nd imntemeraure tiiri h(md iisal hat thre absorptroti is much strotger than x\ ould he pre-
temperature optical fiber (I.(*ULi probes, in the anesthe- dicted using a sphere to model thle isolated head. The

trie ras. -orhrun tmpeatue te [01 rcie '~~ trong dependence on polartiation would. of course, also
implanted in a t riph inc hole 3 ill Ixsteror it) the Bregma be miissed uiIng a spherical model.
cranial suture, 2 mill literal tor the midline (ranial suture. i~bleeta h nacdasrto nteha
and 6 8 mn beliru tire top \urface of the cirter\ reon maxc nat he esnance asrpnificn in the htud

the results in I able Ill sliou that head resottaine iS rof bea-or ake effcs. blood-acinifarrier ) hereahl

more pronounced for A' /^ than for 1: 1' orientaiuon fel avoer. affids bothr hrroaxe bre fets. li~o

which was also nioted withl the( 1itrimericil1 shition' Note iIarctgnesndohrmroxebifet.

that the ratio of heaoxl-to-wvhole-bod\ treat iierr is less
forr the anestheruid Trat thin fri the d iiir Wolod Ri i iRi \(tis
ciriulation mao, he reduir ' g thre i-el .rirsii .r in it de of I 1 0 P1 (iandhi and M. J. tiagmann. "Simc recent results on detxisi-
heating in the beid reulgin. tioin (o clecrimagneric energs in animals and in models kif man,"
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Electromagnetic Absorption in a Multilayered
Model of Man

PETER W. BARBER, MEMBER, IEEE, OM P. GANDHI,. ELLOW, lt-. MARK J. IHAGMANN,
MEMBER, IEEE, AND INDIRA CHATTERJEE, STVDENT MIMBIR, IELt.

Abstract-A multilayered planar model is used to examine the depen- bodies, e.g., the layers of skin, tat, and niuscle. An investigation
dence of whole-body power absorption on the configuration of surface of these effects is the subject of this paper.
layers, e.g., skin, fat, and muscle which normally occur in biological
bodies. It is found that the layering resonance for three-dimensional ABSORPTION LI ICTS DUE TO LAYERINGI bodies (as opposed to the geometrical resonance) can be predicted quite
accurately by a planar model. Calculations for a multilayered prolate Early calculations to assess the biological significance of EM
spheroidal model of man predict a whole-body layering resonance at radiation used planar models consisting of skin, fat, and semi-
1.8 GHz with a power absorption 34 percent greater than that pre- infinite muscie layers 151. Later a two-lavered (fat and muscle)
dicted by a homogeneous model, spherical model was used 161 . These earlier investigations are

summarized in (71. Both studies showed that the absorption
INTRODUCTION characteristics are critically dependent ott the number and

R ECENT interest in quantifying both the hazardous and thickness of the surface layers. More recent whole-body calcu-

potentially beneficial effects of nonionizing electromag- lations have not considered the effect of surface layers. One

netic (EM) radiation on man has been the impetus for a great reason for this is due to the unavailability of multilayered ana-

deal of experimental and theroretical research. Of particular lytical solutions for any geometry other than the plane, infinite

interest are calculations to determine the relationship between circular or elliptical cylinder. and sphere. In the case of nu-

incident power density and the resulting absorbed power due merical approaches, such as the volume moment method

to whole-body irradiation of man. Recent theoretical methods technique, practical limitations on the nurriber of cells which

that have been ustd include a perturbation approach ( I I useful may be used prohibit consideration of layering effects.

for analyzing homogeneous ellipsoidal models and an integral A six-layered sphere has recently been used to model the iso-

equation method 2] for analyzing homogeneous prolate lated head 81 -(101 . Of particular interest are results in [91
spheroidal models. The absorption characteristics of inhsomo- and [101 which compare the frequency dependent absorption

geneous irregular shaped models constructed of cubical sub- in six-layered spheres with that in corresponding homogeneous

volumes have been studied by volume integral moiment method spheres. One of the power absorption results in 191 has been

techniques 131, [4]. In these whole-body irradiation studies, recalculated and is shown in Fig. I as a plot of absorption

the power absorption is determined as a function of the angle efficiency versus frequency. This and subsequent multilayered

of incidence, polarization, and frequency of the incident EM sphere calculations were made using a Mle theory computer

wave. Usually the results are shown as a plot of specific ab- program based on it mathematical development in 181 . The

sorption rate in watts/kilogram versus frequency, where an absorption efficV. tile total power absorbed divided by

incident power density of I mW/cm' is assumed. Typically. for tile power ,id i the geometrical cross sectiot. Ali

a given angle of incidence and polarization, the power absorp- absorpti," ,lenc) ater than unity indicates that the in-

tion increases relatively rapidly with frequency to a resonant fluence of the body on the' incident wave extends beyond the

peak and then slowly decreases to an asymptotic high-frequency geometrical boundary. The absorption efficiency for the hotno-

limit. geneous brain tissue sphere increases with frequency until tile

There is another interaction which takes place which has not naximum is reached and then slowly decreases. The amplitude

been considered in recent whole-body calculations. Both and frequency of the resonance are dependent upon tile size,

homogeneous and inhomogeneous models have not accounted shape, and dielectric characteristics of the model. This max-

for the EM interaction due to the surface layering of biological imum absorption cotditiot call be called tile gometrical
resonance. The absorption efficiency fo the six-layered model

Manuscript received March 13, 1978: revised I chruary 1979 lhs has all additional resonance which is due to the impedatnce
work was supported in part by the United States Army Medical Research matching effects of the surtace layers and al this resonance
and Development Command under Contract DAMI)- 7-7444092. tie absorption efficiency is almost 30 percenlt greater than that

The authors are with the Department of I'lecvrical I nineering and
the Department of Bioenginecring, University of Utah. Salt lake (it

,. at ile
UT 84112. condition cal be called the layering resonance.
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G"Z
E Fig. 2. Absorption characteristics of a six-layer plana! iodel. The five

outside layers are the same as those in Fig. 1. The innermost layer is
k semiinfinite brain material.
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Fig. 1. Absorption characteristics of the six-layered 10-cm radius spher-
ical head model of Joines and Spiegel [91. The five outside layers
(and thickness) are skin (0.15 cm), fat (0.12 cm), bone (0.43 cm),
dura (0.1 cm), and CSF (0.3 cm). The radius of the inner brain sphere
is 8.9 cm. L -

The most interesting feature shown in Fig. I is that the pres- ; . ...

ence of layering enhances the absorption of the spherical model.
Another feature is that the geometrical and layering resonances
appear to be independent of one another, i.e., the geometrical
resonances of the homogeneous and layered spheres are almost
identical, while the layering resonance of the six-layered sphere >- I
appears merely as an enhancement of the absorption over that
of the homogeneous sphere. A YERED SPHERE

Calculations for a homogeneous and six-layered planar model A( TUAL

have been made for the same tissue thicknesses and dielectric ;.,ANAIR PRL I ED

characteristics as were used to obtain the results in Fig. 1. The
calculations were made using conventional planar techniques ,____
[Ill. The brain tissue core in the spherical model was assumed I.. .. 2.0 2. . 3.
to extend to infinity in the planar model. These results are RFUuE'r".,;T i

shown in Fig. 2. The planar model, which does not exhibit a Fig. 3. Actual and planar predicted absorption characteristics of the six-
geometrical resonance, does however show the same layering layered spherical head model of Fig. I.

resonance as is observed in Fig. I for the layered spherical
model. The location of the layering resonance and the en- There are two obvious questions that neeu to be answered:
hancement of the absorption efficiency due to the layering are Why are the geometrical and layering resonances essentially
almost identical for the planar and spherical models. Taking independent in Fig. I, and why does the planar model predict
the ratio of the layered to homogeneous absorption efficiencies the layering resonance of the head model with such accuracy?
for the planar model in Fig. 2 pnd multiplying by the homo- To answer the first question, consider the geometrical reso-
geneous sphere result in Fig. I gives the dashed curve in Fig. 3, nance of the head model in Fig. I. The resonance of the homo-
a predicted absorption for the layered sphere. Comparing this geneous sphere is dependent on- the radius and constitutive
predicted absorption to the actual absorption shows that the makeup of the sphere. For high-loss dielectric bodies of the
layering enhancement of the planar model can be applied to type considered here, the peak absorption occurs when the
the homogeneous sphere solution to predict the absorption in ratio of circumference to free-space wavelength (2ra/N = ka)
the layered sphere to within 5 percent, both in absorption ef- is about unity. For the homogeneous sphere in Fig. I, reso-
ficiency at a given frequency and in the location of the reso- nance occurs when ka = 0.94. Referring to the scale drawing
nant peaks. of the sphere in Fig. I, it is clear that the surface layers repre-
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sent a small fraction of the total sphere radius (about 10 per- surface
cent). One would expect then that replacing the outer portion l a ,ers surface
of the homogeneous sphere by a layered segment which on the ---- " 0 layers
average has similar dielectric characteristics and whose thick- ...
ness is much less than a wavelength in the material will have - --

little effect on the geometrical resonant frequency. This is the-, - .

case as noted in Fig. 1. The layers have an independent reso- -... ___

nant frequency, which in this case is approximately four times . __,
the geometrical resonant frequency. The frequency at which

the layers resonate is a function of their thickness and constit- (a) (b)
utive parameters. Given the electrical characteristics of the Fig.4. The local hehavior of the transmitted wave is almost identical.
layers, the layering resonant frequency is inversely proportional i.e., normal to the surface, at (a) planar and (b) nonplanar interfaces

to the thickness of the layers. The fact that the layering reso- for materials with a high dielectric constant.
nant frequency is well removed from the geometrical resonant
frequency of the homogeneous sphere accounts for the inde-
pendence of the two resonances. Numerical calculations show Tile fractional enhancement of the absorption due to the

that when the layers are a larger fraction of the sphere radius, layering can best be understood by considering the surface

i.e., the frequency of surface layer resonance approaches the layers as a frequency-dependent impedance matching device.

geometric resonance frequency of the homogeneous sphere, At frequencies well removed from the layering resonant fre-
then the geometrical resonance of the inhomogeneous sphere quency (either far above or far below), the surface impedanceis no longer the same as the geometrical resonance of the of the layered model is the same as for the homogeneous

homogeneous sphere. model, i.e., at the lower frequencies the layers are so thin as
Now consider the second question as to why the planar to have a negligible effect and at very high frequencies the

models can predict both the resonant frequency and enhance- depth of penetration is so low that the transmitted power is
ment over the homogeneous case for the layered sphere. all absorbed in the surface skin layer which has electrical char-
Looking first at the resonant frequency, we note that in the acteristics almost identical to those of the brain material of
planar case the incident and transmitted waves are normal to the homogeneous model. In the region of the layering reso-
the surface. In the case of the sphere, the only statement that nant frequency, an enhanced power transmission occurs, and
can be made with certainty is that the incident wave is in gen- this enhancement is dependent only on the surface layering
eral not normal to the surface. However, the absorption is due configuration, and therefore the fractional enhancement in
to an internal interaction and the behavior of the fields trans- power transmission will be the same for both spherical and
mitted into the sphere must be considered. planar models. In the layered planar model. the power trans-

Snell's law can be used to relate the angle of the transmitted mitted into the innermost layer is completely absorbed. The
wave to the angle of the incident wave at local regions on the fractional power absorption enhancement in the sphere cansurface. Snell's law for a wave propagating front free space only be the same if all the transmitted power is also absorbed.

with permittivity E0 into a region with permittivity e is given This will occur if the diameter of the innermost brain material
by is many skin depths thick. A calculation at the layering resonant

frequency of 2.06 GHz shows that the diameter of the inner
sin 0, = (co/e)i/2 sin Oi brain sphere is greater than six skini depths, insuring almost

total absorption.

where 0i and 0r are the angles of incidence and transmission, The planar-prediction procedure which has been outlined
respectively, both angles being measured from the local normal here for the spherical head model is equally applicable to arbi-
to the surface. The dielectric characteristics of biological tis- trary nonspherical bodies, because the mechanism of absorp-
sue are characterized by a relatively large complex permittivity. tion enhancement depends only on the transtmitted wave being
For example, at the layering resonant frequency of 2.06 GHz, nearly perpendicular to the surface layers, a phenomenon which
the dielectric constant of the outer sk'.. layer is 47.5-ji 1.4. is independent of the body shape. Extensive calculations for
Substituting this into Snell's law for Oi = 900 (grazing inci- other spherical bodies and infinite cylinders (1]. Massoudi, prm-
dence), it is found that the angle of transmission is only 80 from vate communication) have verified tie validity of the planar-
the normal. Since the angle of transmission will be even smaller prediction method. Sunarizing:
for other angles of incidence, it is clear that the transmitted I ) The layering and geometrical absorption resonances for a
wave propagates almost normally into the tissue regardless of layered three-dimensional object will be independent if the
the angle of incidence, i.e., the wave transmitted into the layering resonant frequency is well above the geometrical
sphere interacts with the surface layers in essentially the same resonance, i.e., the surface layers responsible for the layering
manner as it does in the planar model, as shown in Fig. 4. resonance are a small fraction of the overall size of the object.
Therefore. the resonant frequency resulting from this inter- 2) If the resonances are independent (a condition which call
action should be the same whether the layers reside on the sur- be tested by comparing the geometric resonance of the homo-
face of a sphere or on the surface of a plane. geneous three-dimensional object with the layering resonance

- 7L-
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of a seniinfinite planar model), then a planar model can be
used to predict the absorption layering resonance for non-
planar geometries provided that the complex dielectric constant
of the object is large so that the transmitted fields are normal
to the layers and the skin depth in the material is small enough
that the power transmitted into the interior of the three-
dimensional object can be assumed to be completely absorbed.
Note that I) must be satisfied before 2) can be applied, i.e.,
the geometric resonance must be independent of the layering
because the planar model cannot predict changes in the geo-
metric resonance, only in the layering resonance. Conditions
I) and 2) may appear to be so restrictive as to have little appli-
cati(,n: however, they are in fact satisfied by most biological

-Fig. 5. Predicted whole-body layering resonance in man utilizing a
LAYERING ABSORPTION RESONANCE IN MAN planar model.

It has been shown that a semiinfinite planar model can accu-
rately predict the layering resonance in a nonplanar biological E
model. The interest here is in determining the effect of layer- k
ing on the whole-body absorption of EM waves by man. This
will be done by using a planar model to determine the absorp-
tion enhancement due to surface layering and then applying
the resulting enhancement factor to whole-body absorption
results previously obtained for a homogeneous prolate spher- ,
oidal model of man.

In the numerical calculations which follow, the dielectric
characteristics of the various tissue types are taken from 1121 -.,_ _ .......

for frequencies up to and including 10 GHz. Above IOGHz, . .it,
the permittivity and conductivity are based on the characteris-
tics of electrically polarizable molecules [10] , modified to Hg. 6. Whole-body absorption versus frequency for a model of man

provide continuity at 10 GHz with the lower frequency dielec- exposed to a broadside incident plane wave poiarized parallel to the
long axis of the model. The dashed curve was calculated using homo-

tric characteristics. geneous prolate spheroidal and circular cylindrical models (alb =

The surface layers of man in general consist of skin-fat- 6.34, a = 0.875 m). The solid curve is the planar-predicted absorp-

muscle or skin-fat-muscle-bone-muscle arrangements. The tion in a corresponding multilayered model of man.

surface layering information required for the multilayered
planar model was obtained from published anatomical cross- Fig. 6 shows the whole-body absorption efficiency for both
sectional data [ 131, [141. Tissue thicknesses were examined in a homogeneous and a multilayered model of man. The homo-
79 horizontal cross sections of man. Average thickiess of the geneous result was obtained using a combination of prolate
surface layers of skin, fat, muscle, and bone were .alculated spheroidal and cylindrical models [151 . The specific result
over the front half of each cross section. It was found that the shown is for the maximum absorption case which occurs when
surface characteristics could be represented by three-layer the model is illuminated broadside by a wave polarized parallel
skin-fat-muscle configurations in 37 of the cross sections, to the long axis of the model. The homogeneous results in
while the remaining 42 cross sections were better represented [151 were obtained using the dielectric characteristics for a
by a five-layer skin-fat-muscle-bone-muscle configuration. homogenized mixture of fat, bone, and muscle rather than
The mean thickness (and standard deviation) of the skin and muscle tissue alone. Homogeneous calculations for muscle tis-
fat layers for 79 cross sections are 2.25 mm (0.73mm) and sue alone would result in a more accurate multilayered predic-
2.62 mm (1.47 mm), respectively. Corresponding values for tion; however, these results are not presently available. The
the muscle and bone layers for 42 cross sections are 9.74 mm multilayered result was obtained by taking the ratio of the
(4.32 mm) and 9.01 mm (4.81 mm), respectively. Calculations layered to homogeneous absorption efficiencies for the planar
similar to those shown in Fig. 2 were made for each of the 79 model in Fig. 5 and multiplying the layering enhancement factor
cross sections. The results were weighted by the fractional by the homogeneous result in Fig. 6. Inasmuch as the multi-
frontal surface area which they represented and then averaged layered data used to generate Fig. 5 were obtained over the
to obtain the layered curve in Fig. 5. Note that there is an front surface of the cross sections of man, the multilayered
absorption enhancement over homogeneous muscle tissue of curve in Fig. 6 is applicable to frontal illumination of a man
34 percent at 1.8 GHz and a reduction of 24 percent at 5.7 model. The net effect of the surface layering is generally to
GHz. increase the absorption in the postresonance region. The
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APPENDIX H

BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF RESONANT ELECTROMAGNETIC
POWER ABSORPTION IN RATS

John A. D'Andrea and Om P. Gandhi
Departments of Electrical Engineering and Bioengineering

Raymond P. Kesner

Department of Psychology

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

ABSTRACT

The factors of microwave radiation frequency and orientation of an animal
in the microwave beam are important parameters in determining dose rate. Dur-
ing microwave irradiation these factors may, on the one hand, account for dif-

ferential temperature rise in the rat and, on the other hand, produce differen-
tial disruption of behavioral performance. Fifteen male Long Evans rats, in
Experiment I, were exposed to continuous wave (CW) microwave energy in the 220-
500 MHz region in three body orientations to determine the most absorbant fre-

quency and body orientation within the microwave field as evidenced by colonic
temperature rise. The most absorbant orientation was found with the animal
length aligned parallel to the electric field. In Experiment II, six male Long
Evans rats were trained to lever press for dry food pellets. Each animal was
then randomly exposed while lever pressing to three microwave frequencies (360,
480, and 500 MHz) in two body orientations (parallel to the electric field or
parallel to the direction of microwave travel). The differential absorption
rates due to the systematic manipulation of frequency and orientation variables
did selectively disrupt behavioral performance of the rat. Greatest disruption
of behavioral performance occurred when exposures were made with the animal
aligned parallel to the electric field at 500 MHz. Less disruption of perfor-

mance occurred at 360 or 480 MHz in this orientation. Little disruption of
performance was observed when the animal was aligned parallel to the direction
of the microwave travel at 360, 480, or 500 MHz.

INTRODUCT ION

In recent years the relationship between electromagnetic phenomena and
biological systems has generated considerable interest. Of particular interest
have been the variables which determine the dose rate on the biological target.
A variety of investigators [1, 2, 3, 4] have noted that the dose rate for the
biological organism depends strongly on such factors as: (1) average and
Instantaneous field intensity, (2) duration of exposure, (3) size and shape of
the organism, (4) dielectric properties of the organism, (5) wavelength of
radiation, and (6) orientation ot the organism in microwave fields. Recently
Gandhi [5, 6] has noted a strong resonance phenomena based on animal size,
wavelength of radiation, and animal orientation in microwave fields. Since
these factors should account for differential absorption and temperature rise

/"(, 1(9 "'.Jecl ' ,,'Zrct orn ozf't. ,, Vol . I, Selected Papers
oF the 1975 USNC/URSI Meeting, Boulder, Colorado [HIEW Publication (FDA)
77-8011]



in the rat during irradiation, these conditions should also produce differential
disruption of behavioral performance in the rat during irradiation. To investi-
gate these factors further, two experiments were conducted to determine the
effect of these factors on rat heating and behavioral performance during irradi-
at ion.

EXPERIMENT I: MATERIALS AND METHOD

ii Subj ects
Fifteen male Long Evans rats 350-380 grams in body weight were used. All

rats were deprived of food to 85 percent of their free-feeding weights.

* Microwave Irradiation Apparatus

The microwave radiation chamber consisted of two parallel copper plates.
The lower plate was 2 mmn in thickness and measured 120 cm x 198.2 cm. The
upper plate was 1 mmn in thickness and measured 63.5 cm. x 198.2 cm. Both plates
were enclosed in a rectangular plywood box 215 cm x 88 cm x 150 cm. The inte-
rior of the box was lined with sheets of microwave absorbing material (11.8 cm
thick Eccosorb). A ventilating fan was placed at one end of the chamber to
remove air from the chamber at the rate of 310 cubic feet per minute. Addi-

J tional ventilation openings were placed near the position of the animal to
allow entry of fresh air. Two small donrs (63 x 63 cm) were constructed in
each side of the chamber.*1 A block diagram of the exposure apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Microwave
power was obtained from an Epsco signal-source operating in the 200-500 MHz
band with a minimum output of 100 watts power. A Philco model 164B bidirec-
tional power meter was used to monitor power delivered to and reflected from the
parallel plate chamber. Power leaving the parallel plate radiation chamber was
monitored by a Hewlett-Packard No. 434A calorimetric power meter. A Heathkit
cantenna was used for final dissipation of power from the parallel plate cham-
ber. A Weimechell No. 109L double stub tuner was used to balance the irradia-
tion system and reduce reflected power to a minimum. Frequency of the micro-
wave energy delivered to the parallel plate chamber was monitored by a Hewlett-
Packard No. 5253B frequency counter. Interconnection of the various components
of the irradiation system utilized UG58/J coaxial cable.

Determination of Absorbed Microwave Power

The intensity of the microwave field within the parallel plate chamber at
the position of the rat was measured as nW/cm2 by a General Microwave Corpora-
tion Raham model 1 (300-18,000 MHz.) field intensity probe.

A calorimetric method [2] was used to determine how much of the microwave
power was actually absorbed by the animal during each exposure. The amount of
3bsorbed power was expressed as

nW/gm - 4180 x L
t

where

A= rectal temperature increase of rat in degrees Celsius during
microwave exposure

t = time of exposure in seconds
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4180 = conversion constant

Procedure

Each rat was habituated for thirty minutes a day over a four-day period to
a cylindrical Plexiglas rat holder (.32 cm x 6.5 cm x 24 cm). The holder was
constructed with 1.27 cm slots on both upper and lower surfaces to interfere
little with normal heat dissipation by the animal and to ensure release of urine
and fecal material. On exposure days a microwave transparent liquid crystal
fiber optic temperature probe [7] was inserted colonically (4 cm) and held in
place by masking tape applied to the rat's tail. Each rat was then placed in
the rat holder and set inside the radiation chamber such that the length of the
rat body was parallel to the electric component of the microwave field (Eli L).
Each rat was allowed approximately twenty minutes before microwave exposure to
allow for colonic thermal equilibrium. Exposure to microwave irradiation com-
menced when colonic temperature had stabilized. In each case microwave power
was gradually increased over a 5-second period to the established field density
of 25 mW/cm 2 . This was done to avoid peak surges of power above 25 mW/cm 2 at
radiation onset. Each rat was then exposed to ten minutes of microwave radia-
tion at one of twenty frequencies in the 220-500 MHz range. The microwave field
intensity, mW/cm 2 , and amount of power absorbed by the animal, mW/gm, were
recorded for each exposure. All rats were exposed randomly to the twenty fre-
quencies. This procedure was repeated four times. Some of the rats were addi-
tionally exposed to microwave radiation at 360, 480, and 500 MHz with the
length of the rat body parallel to the magnetic field (HII L) and the direction
of microwave propagation through the chamber (CII L). Relative humidity during
the radiation exposures varied between 12 percent and 40 percent. Ambient
temperature of the radiation chamber was controlled by room temperature (70-72*
F). All exposures were CW radiation.

EXPERIMENT I: RESULTS

Fiure 2 shows the mean relative absorption of microwave power ((mw/gm)/
(mW/cm 2 ) and a scale indicating the animal rise in body temperature (centigrade)
per minute from 220-500 MHz for animals aligned with the long axis of the body
parallel to the electric field (EI L). Also shown are the mean ((mW/gm)/(mW/
cm2)) values of absorbed power for animals aligned parallel to either the mag-
netic field (H11 L) or with the direction of wave propagation through the cham-
ber (Cii L) at 360, 480, and 500 MHz. The most microwave power-absorbant
animal orientation in this frequency range clearly was with the long axis of the
animal parallel to the electric field (Ei L). In this orientation 500 MHz
appears to be the most absorbant frequency. Analysis of variance techniques
[8] indicates that there is a differential absorption of power in the electric
orientation depending on frequency (2 < .01). Use of Newman Kuels multiple
comparison techniques further indicates that exposures to 500 MHz irradiation
in the electric orientation were clearly different from all other exposure fre-
quencies In this orientation (2 < .05) except 360 and 440 MHz. Exposure of
rats to 360 MHz radiation in this orientation was also different from other
frequency exposures (Q < .05) except at 260, 440, 460, 480, and 500 MHz. These
results Indicate that for the passive rat, simple body heating as measured by a
change in colonic temperature is dependent on both frequency (2 < .01) and body
orientation relative to the microwave fields within the radiation chamber.

EXPERIMENT IT: MATERIALS AND METHOD

Subjects

Six male Long-Evans rats 350-38U grams in body weight were used as
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subjects. All animals were deprived of food to, and maintained at, 85 percent
of free-feeding body weights.

Apparatus

The parallel plate irradiation system and rat holder were identical to
that of Experiment 1. The rat holder was modified by attaching a small Plexi-
glas response lever and small 1.25 cm diameter glass food cup. Since standard
metallic microswitches cannot be used in a microwave field, an alternate
system of monitoring lever-pressing behavior was devised. This was accomplished
by passing a concentrated light beam through 47 nil plastic Dupont Crofon fiber
optics. The fiber optics were arranged in such a way that each lever press
made by the rat interrupted the passage of the light beam. A sensitive photo-
cell arrangement outside of the radiation chamber could then detect each inter-
ruption of the light beam and consequently each lever press. A Lehigh Valley
Electronics Corporation pellet feeder was mounted outside the radiation cham-
ber and delivered 45 mg Noyes food pellets to the glass cup of the rat holder
inside the radiation chamber via a 1.27 cm x 1 m section of Tygon flexible
plastic tubing. Scheduling and recording of behavioral test sessions was ac-
complished via a system of relay circuitry, digital printing counters, and
cumulative response recorders.

Procedure

All six rats were trained to lever press for food pellets on a random
interval thirty-second schedule of reinforcement. The clock time used for the
scheduling was three seconds, with a probability of .10 food-pellet delivery.
With this arrangement a food pellet could be delivered from three seconds to

every 180 seconds, with the average time of each food-pellet delivery being
every thirty seconds. Each rat was given daily thirty-minute lever-pressingI sessions until a stable rate of responding was achieved. Lever-pressing
behavior was considered stable when the number of lever presses during the
first five minutes of a session varied less than 10 percent from a similar
measure of the previous daily session. On the average, approximately twenty
daily lever-pressing sessions were required to achieve stable response rates.

Once stable responding rates were achieved, all animals were repeatedly
and randomly exposed to different conditions of microwave radiation. For all
microwave exposures, the field density within the chamber at the position of
the rat was maintained at 25 mW/cm2 as measured by the field intensity meter.
All rats were exposed randomly to 360, 480, and 500 MHz microwave radiation,
with both the length of the rat body parallel to the electric field (Efl L) and
direction of wave propagation through the microwave chamber (C11 L). In this
fashion each rat was exposed to the six possible combinations of three frequen-
cies and two body orientations of microwave exposure while performing a stable
lever-pressing task. Radiation exposures with the rat body parallel to the
magnetic field were not done due to the difficulty in rotating the radiation
chamber. Retraining sessions were given each rat after each microwave exposure
to maintain stable rates of responding before the next microwave exposure and to
check for possible carryover effects. Microwave irradiation began at the begin-
ning of the sixth minute of each exposure session and terminated at the end of
the first one-minute interval during which responding fell below one-third of
the rat's normal response rate per minute determined from the previous daily
session. If the rat responded throughnut the session at a rate above one-third
the baseline, irradiation ceased at the end of the thirty-minute session,
resulting in a maximum exposure of 25 minutes. The primary measure of lever-
pressing disruption wa-i time to work stoppage defined as the tine from radiation
onset until the end of the minute during which responding fell below one-third



I

of tile baseline rate. Each rat was rumoved from LLe radiation chamber and
animal holder at work stoppage or aC the end of tihe session.

Colonic temperature measurements were made at the beginning of the radia-
tion sessions and again at work stoppage or the end of an exposure session to
determine the amount of microwave-induced heating for each of the exposure
conditions. Water intake during the 24-hour period between each daily session
while each animal was in its home cage was measured and recurded. Relative
humidity during the radiation sessions varied between 12 percent and 40 per-
cent. Ambient temperature of the radiation chamber was controlled by room
temperature (70-72* F).

Because of a lack of closed circuit television equipment, visual observa-
tion of the animal's performance during microwave radiation was not possible.

EXPERIMENT II: RESULTS

Frequency of the microwave radiation and orientation in the microwave
field both proved to be of major importance in determining disruption of lever-
pressing behavior. Figure 3 shows the time to work stoppage from radiation on-
set for the frequency and body orientation parameters. For microwave exposure
sessions with the animal's length aligned parallel to the direction of wave
propagation through the chamber (ClI L), nearly all animals Lever pressed at
near normal rates throughout the session. Only one animal, and this at 500 MHz
radiation in the C1 L orientation,- reduced responding to the work-stoppage
criterion. With the length of the rat body aligned parallel to the electric
field (Eli L), however, time to work stoppage was much shorter. Average values
of time to work stoppage and standard deviations are shown in Fig. 3. Animals
exposed to 360 and 480 MHz radiation in the Eli L orientation appeared nearly
normal upon removal from the microwave chamber.

Animals exposed to 500 MHz radiation in the Eli L orientation appeared
flushed and remained in a prone position with the body extended. The condition
of the animal appeared similar to the description of what Justesen and King [91
termed "flaccid paralysis". Four of the animals exposed under these conditions
had urinated profusely in the animal holder. The fur on the underside of the
animal's body was wet in spite of the slots made in the holder to release urine
from the holder and away from the microwave fields. The rats were clearly heat
stressed. Each animal, however, quickly regained its upright position within
minutes after removal from the radiation chamber. A randomized block factorial
analysis of variance [8] was used to evaluate the effects of the treatments.
This test indicated a significant difference between the frequency of radiation
during exposure (F = 17.68, df 2/25, p < .001), the animal orientation in the
microwave field (F = 119.24, df = 1/25, p < .001), and a frequency by orienta-
tion interaction (F = 12.37, df = 2/25, p < .001).

A Newman Kuels test found no difference in the times to work stoppage for
the exposures with the length of the animal aligned parallel to the direction
of the microwave propagation through the chamber (Ci L) at 360, 480, and 500
MHz. Each of these exposure conditions was, however, different (p < .05 or
greater) from the exposures with the animal aligned with the length of the body
parallel to the electric field (Eli L) at 360, 480, and 500 MHz. With the
animal aligned parallel to the electric field, times to work stoppage at 360
and 480 MHz were not significantly different. Exposure to 500 MHz radiation in
this orientation was, however, different (Q < .01) from all other exposure
conditions.

The amounts of body heating, as measured by colonic temperature change
during irradiation, paralleled the behavioral effects. Figure 4 shows the
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relative absorption ot microwave energy as determined calorimetrically and

given as mW/gm. Also shown in Fig. 4 is a scale showing the animal body

temperature fise (centigrade per minute). For animals aligned parallel to the

wave propagation (CI L), body heating was minimal. For animals aligned paral-
lel to the electric field (ET L), however, heating was significant and in-

creased as the frequency of radiation increased. A randomized block factorial
analysis of variance [8] was used to evaluate the effect of the treatments on
rat whole body heating as measured rectally. This test indicated a difference
between the frequency of radiation during exposure (F = 21.70, df = 2/25, 2 <
.01), the animal's orientation in the microwave field (F = 129.81, df = 1/25,
< .01), and a frequency of radiation by animal orientation interaction (F =

8.92, df = 2/25, 2 < .01).

A Newman Kuels test indicated that rat body heating during exposure was
not different at 360, 480, or 500 MHz when the rat body was parallel to direc-
tion of wave propagation (Cl L) through the radiation chamber. With the rat
aligned parallel to the electric field (Eli L), however, 500 14Hz exposures were
different (p < .01) from 360 and 480 MHz and also from the exposures in the
wave propagation orientation at all frequencies. In the electric field orienta-
tion, rat body heating at 360 and 480 MHz were not different from each other
but were clearly different from exposures in the wave of propagation orienta-
tion (P < .05).

The measures of time to work stoppage and rat body heating expressed as

mW/gm followed each other very closely in a reverse fashion. As body heating
increased, time to work stoppage became much shorter. The correlation coef-
ficient between the time to work stoppage and mW/gm measures for all animal
radiation exposures was -.79 ( < .01).

Individual records of response rate are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Respond-
ing during radiation in the Eli L orientation at 500 MHz is shown in Fig. 5 with
comparable baseline performance and recovery responding the day following radia-
tion exposure shown. Responding for the same animal during radiation in the
Cli L orientation at 500 MHz is shown in Fig. 6. In both figures radiation on-
set is shown (RFon) as well as time to work stoppage and radiation termination
(RFoff).

An examination of the average number of responses per minute during micro-
wave irradiation revealed an interesting finding. A comparison of each animal's
average response rate during microwave irradiation until time to work stoppage
or the end of the exposure session with a similar measure from the previous
day's baseline performance showed no difference. Figure 7 shows this finding.
Total lever-press rates for all exposure conditions were transformed into sup-
pression of responding ratios. The suppression ratios were used as an index of
the effect of microwave radiation exposure on responding. Each suppression
ratio was indexed by the ratio of B/A + B where A represents the total number
of lever presses during baseline performance. The score B represents the total
number of lever presses during the period in radiation. Thus a ratio of 0.50
would indicate no relative change of lever presses during microwave irradiation
compared to the same measure from baseline responding with no microwave irradi-

ation present. A ratio of 0.00 would indicate a complete cessation of lever
pressing during microwave radiation exposure. At each of the microwave exposure
conditions, responding remained fairly stable with an abrupt drop or cessation
of responding du'iIng the one-minute Interval when the work stoppage criterion
was met. A randonized block factorial analysis of variance [8) revealed that

suppression of responding up until the work stoppage criterion was not different

for either the frequency of microwave radiation (Q > .10) or the orientation of
the animal in the microwave field (Q > .10).

Slnil; rly a measure of the amount of water consumed by the rat between
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daily lever-pressing sessions was also not influenced by exposure to microwave
radiation. The amount of water consumed by each rat after microwave exposure
until the next daily session was measured. This amount of water intake (cc)
was then compared to a similar measure of water intake before microwave expo-
sure. Figure 8 shows the mean amount and standard deviations of water consumed
after microwave radiation exposure a- a percentage cf each animal's baseline
.ater intake. A randomized block factorial analysis of variance [8] revealed
no significant difference in water intake as a function of frequency of micro-
wave radiation (2 > .10) and orientation of the animal in the microwave field
( > .10).

To determine whether the effects of a particular radiation session had any

effect on subsequent responding in recovery test sessions, each animal's per-

formance during the first five minutes of the baseline session was compared to

•4 performance on the day after or two days after microwave radiation exposure.
Standard suppression ratios of B/A + B were used. The animal's responding dur-
ing the first five minutes of the baseline sessions is represented by the score
A, whereas total responding during the first five minutes of the recovery ses-
sion, either one or two days after microwave irradiation, is represented as the
score B. Thus a ratio of .50 would indicate no relative change in responding
during the recovery sessions compared to performance during previous baseline
measures. Figure 9 shows the result of this comparison, suggesting little car-
ryover effect from radiation sessions into recovery sessions one or two days

later. A randomized block factorial analysis of variance [8] revealed that
there were in fact no significant differences in the two performance measures
due to either the frequency of radiation factor (2 > .10) or the orientation of
the animal in the microwave field (p > .10).

DISCUSSION

This study was conducted to answer two questions. First, does the fre-
quency of microwave radiation and orientation of an animal in a microwave field
affect the absorption of microwave energy and consequent animal body heating?
Second, (an these factors, by producing differential heating, significantly
alter thE behavior of an animal performing in a microwave field? The data
reported here support an affirmative answer to both of these questions.

The results of both experiments clearly indicate a strong effect of micro-
wave frequency and animal body orientation in determining microwave absorption,
rat body : eating, and consequent suppression of behavioral responding. Animals
exposed Y* the most absorbant frequency and body orientation combination (500
MHz, Ell L. were clearly heat stressed. Vasodilation and assumption of a prone
body position in these animals after radiation exposure were marked. Time to
work stoppage for animals exposed under these conditions was short. For animals
exposed to less absorbant frequencies and body orientations, the rate of body
heating was less and consequent disruption of behavior was not evident. The
high correlation between rate of body heating and time to work stoppage further

supports the hypothesis that differential microwave absorption, body heating,
and behavioral suppression can be governed by the factors of microwave fre-
quency and animal body orientation in the microwave fields.

The question may be asked as to how mild hyperthermia may be responsible
for suppression of a well-trained behavior in the rat. It is interesting to
note that the lever-pressing animal maintained near normal average response
rates during microwave irradiation. There seemed to be an abrupt cessation
of lever pressing during microwave exposure, under most absorbant condltinnt;,
rather than a gradual decline in behavior below the work-stoppage criterion.
This effect was unexpected, but in agreement with the earlier report by
Justescin and King [9] of a similar findIng in rats exposed to microw.ivc
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radiation. Roberts, et aZ., [101 have shown that rats, heated by raising the
environmental temperature, show characteristic changes in behavioral thermo-
regulation. Rats heated in this fashion show an initial increased level of

body grooming and activity during the first ten minutes of exposure to ambient

temperatures of 37.7* C. Signs of body relaxation and extension, characteris-
tic of the heat-stressed rat, occurred only after 45 minutes exposure to 37.7c

ambient temperature. The possibility then exists that efferent mechanisms
responsible for grooming behaviors as a thermoregulatory response may also be
elicited in the microwave heated rat. Mild hyperthermia induced by microwave

exposure may elicit thermoregulatory behavior in the rat such as grooming which
conflict with lever-pressing behavior. Thus time to work stoppage measured in

this experiment may in fact, for some animals at least, be measuring time to
elicLtation of grooming behavior. Since microwave exposure may be a more ef-

ficient and rapid method of inducing mild hyperthermia, several classes of the

classic thermoregulatory behaviors may be elicited simultaneously or in rapid
succession. This latter possibility may be true for the animals exposed under
the most absorbant radiation conditions. Since direct observation of each

animal during irradiation could nut be done, further investigation of this
hypothesis is required.

It is possible that other factors may be responsible for behavioral sup-
pression than just mild hyperthermia induction and elicitation of behavioral
thermoregulation. One may speculate that evaporative water loss during micro-
wave exposure was enhanced and that consequent thirst induction may contribute
to behavioral suppression. A finding of no change in normal water intake over
the 24-hour period after microwave exposure, however, seems contrary to this

hypothesis. The lack of any evidence of proactive effects due to microwave
exposure suggests that the most reliable effect of such exposure was body heat-
ing sufficient to suppress behavior but not intense enough to produce actual

physical thermogenic damage to the animal. This may suggest that the primary
effect of moderate intensity microwave exposure is to induce mild hyperthermia
and consequent suppression of behavior, both of which are transient in nature.

It is important to note in Experiment I that even though each animal was
allowed sufficient time for colonic thermal equilibration before exposure to

microwave radiation, each animal was alert during the exposure period. It is
well known that emotional reactions produce psychogenic effects in the rodent
and that temperature regulation can be altered by such factors. It is difficult

to rule out such reactions to the environment when using colonic temperature in
the alert animal as the dependent variable. The use of habituation techniques
such as familiarizing the animal to the animal holder and radiation chamber may

help minimize such reactions. Nevertheless the animal cannot be readily
habituated to the microwave exposure without long-term adaptation to induced

heating effects. Determination of absorbed microwave power as described in
this report must be distinguished as a dynamic measure, since the rat is cap-
able of active thermoregulation during irradiation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In electromagnetics, discretization for transforming an inte-
gral equation to a matrix equation is commonly accomplished
using pulse functions as a basis [ 11-141. More elaborate bases
such as modal fields may be justified in a particular problem
but are avoided in the matrix formulation for the general
scattering body.

Discretization with pulse functions requires that the scatter-
ing body be partitioned into a number N of cells, where N is
large enough that complex permittivity and the complex time-
independent electric field may be assumed constant within
each subvolume. Procedures for improving convergence with
the general scattering body are of interest since the cost of
computation is a rapidly increasing function of N.

This communication describes two new procedures which
have been found to improve convergence in solution of the
two-dimensional problem of transverse magnetic (TM) exci-
tation of an infinite cylinder of arbitrary cross-section shap
Convergence is improved because the calculations include part
of the variation of the field within each cell.

II. REVIEW OF EARLIER SOLUTIONS USING
PULSE FUN(7TIONS

For TM excitation of an infinite cylinder, both incident and
scattered fields have E directed parallel to the infinite dimen-
sion (z axis). The electric field is described by a scalar integral
equation:

E (x,Y " (xy) -- IEr(x. Y) II
4

E,(x'. y')Ho( 2 )(kop) dx' dy', (I)

where (x, y) and (x', y') are coordinates of the observation
point and source point, respectively; p is the distance between
the two points; E,' and L, are incident and total electric field
intensity, respectively, with ejw t time dependence; e,(x', y') is
complex permittivity at the source point relative to free space;
k0 - w/- of0; and Ho( 2 )(kop) is the Hankel function of zero
order.

The discrete analog of (1) consists of the N-by-A' system of
linear equations:

Procedures for Improving Convergence of Moment-Method
Solutions in Electromagnetics I AmnE n = -mi, m = 1. 2, '", N. (2)

n=1
M. J. HAGMANN, 0. P. GANDHI, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE,

AND C. H. DURNEY, MEMBER, IEEE Richmond performed the discretization using pulse func-
tions (1]. Each square cell was approximated by a circle of

Abstract-Two new methods, termed "plane-wave correction" radius a having an equal area to simplify integration of the
and "cylindrical-cell correction," are presented for improving the con- Bessel functions. His expressions for the matrix elements
vergence of moment-method solutions in electromatnetics. Conver- follow:
gence is improved because the calculations include an pproximation
for the variation of the field within each cell. Amm I + (Erm - I) [ + Hr (2i(oa) (3)

2
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In this method, the electric field intensity is considered to
be constant over the area of a cell, an approximation that,,
results in significant error if the cells are not very small. Larger
cells can be used if the variation of the electric field is included
in the calculations. A method of approximating the variation
of the electric field, called "plane-wave correction," is described
in the next section.

Ill. PLANE-WAVE CORRECTION Fig. I. Notation used in evaluation of off-diagonal matrix elements.

Variation of E, is initially unknown, but we may make the
approximation of representing the fields within each cell by a
superposition of plane waves. All member plane waves are P is at the center of the nth cell. as shown in Fig. 1. Let pmn
required to have propagation vectors of magnitude k corre- and r' be distances from the center of the nth cell to the
sponding to the frequency of the incident wave and local observation point and source point, respectively. If the angle
complex permittivity of the dielectric body. If a, and Bi repre- between Pmn and r' is 0', then the distance between the source
sent orientation of propagation atnd amplitude of the ith corn- point and observation point is
ponent, respectively, the superposition of pLie waves nay be
written as

Sm n Nr'2 + pm n2 
-'r'Pm n Cos

Iz (r ' C ') = B i e  jt r ' c s ( ' - a i) ( 5 )
)(If er is constant within the ith cell and the approximation of

circular cells is used in (I), then the off-diagonal matrix
If complex permittivity is constant within a cell and the elements are
approximation of circular cells is us- . in ( 1), then the diagonal
matrix elements are - ko 2r [ 1Ern a

I An =I aJko2(C rm - ) a,.4/L'(0,0' )Amn "- '
44' (0, 0)) 0* Amnl+ j 0

2
(c dr

2(7

S l :'(r' .')(I
2 )(kor', dO'. 

(6)

Using (5) for O'lr. 0', Pcglectini; terms higher than second Using Graf's addition theorem [51 in (10),

order in kr' in the expansion of the exponential, and perform-
ning the 0' tegrations, iko 2 (Ern -- ) lItt(2)(AoPmn)

1k 0
2 

(Erm1)f Am, ____________A n m -- I + - -- -B i  2 7 T 4 L z ( 0 0 )

4 ZBi LI

f Jr(kor')r' dr' Ez('. 0) cos 10' d0'. 1I)

k k2r'2) 110
42 )(kr')r' dr'. (7)

Using (5) for E,(r'. 0') and neglecting terms higher than second
order in kr' in the expansion of th! exponential,

Performing the hjtegratioiis over the Hankel functions gives,
for the diagonal elements, [ ~ ~~Jko2(r-l Hi(2)(kopm.)f~

Amm = I + (crm -- I) [(Em + 1) Am n = - - I) - t H(.or,)rd r ,

4 _ Bi

+'r " (ko") 2  2 )(koal ( B l -jkr' cos (0' - a,)

4 
L

In evaluating the off-diagonal matrix elements, suppose that - -
2 r'2 cos2 (0'- cos I0'dO', (12)

the source point P' is in the nth cell and the observation point I
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Performing the 0' integrations in (12), and neglecting terms If quadratic and higher order terms in 16) are neglec.ted, then
with I> 1 [,(a. ) -10, )]

A k 0
2 (Crn - 1)lHo( 2 )(koPmn) ka L (O, 0)

4 Z Bi  Performing the integrations in (141,

It
Amn - (C. -- I)II 0

12 '(koPm, nIkAuJJtl1&Oa

SBi 2 rl Jo(kor')r' dr'
+ 4(Ern [ rrn/} 0 l(p~ t~~pJlj

jko 2 (ern - I)Ho(2 )(kopm n)

-- (Urn l rrnI/'lJO uojm,,t4 i t,, ,-)

4Fifi

S+ 7 (Urn. i p 4,p I .,

f a Bi k2r'2] Jo(kor')r' dr'
Since only the last member in I I - r- irper !,,y

unknown coefficients in the plane Ajve ep ., ,S
2k0 2 (Ern - l)Hl(2 )(koPmn) delete the term and use the first three ni nBr,--

4 B, diagonal matrix elements-

A,,n - (Er I )1o' 2)(kupm n2

f [ k 'cos i l(kor')r'dr'. (13) 1 -- r (koa)2 J(koa
) I koaJ2(k"'I

The summations in all three integrands of (13) contain I

factors independent of the summation index that may be
removed from the summations. Also changing to a dummy The use of (18) is justified only if the last member ofl ( 171 is
variable, small. The fractional error in Amn due to neglecting the last

member of (17) is

jiyNWnH1 1
2 )(kopm n)koaJ2 (koa)

Hot(2 )(koPmn) I *'-- (koa)2 J, (k(a) +  ,n 
k aJ2 (k Oa

IT k0 a Since the magnitude of the ratio of the Hankel functions is
Amn -- (rn I )Ho(21 (kopmr,) Jo(x)x dx greatest for a small argument, we set Pmn = T a for adjacent

2 Jo cells. Expanding the Bessel functions for small arguments and

7T fkoa using (16) to estimate -t. we obtain

-8 8(Ern- l)er.Ho(2)(kopmn) Jo(x)x3 dx
6 _o____ E(a, 0) - E(0. 0)

Bi cos a 4-r, 1,, !I

if~~ _______ \ ik oa/
+ E(Ern - n il (2 )(koP. n)

I where r- 1.78107.
In the plane wave correction method, (8) and (18) are used

koa for the matrix elements, and the solution corresponds to the
j Ji (x)x 2 dx. (14) value of E, at each cell center. Numerical considerations

,o suggest that deletion of the last member in (17) is the principal

Define source of error. Equation (20) requires that if 4%/
In (2/(rV/nkoa)) exceeds the condition number of the matrix,

F Bi cos aj then the error in E, calculated for the cell centers will be less
( than the variation of E, within each cell relative to values at
(15) the cell centers. Hence the plane wave correction will account

Bi  for much of the variation of E, within each cell. We must have
a < 0.0876XO or the criterion will not be satisfied even for a
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condition number of unity. Similar convergence criteria are used to calculate the diagonal matrix elements:
not available in the method using pulse functions that is
described in Section II. A second method of approximating ra
the variation of the electric field, called "cylindrical-cell 'mm - , [aJ 1 (Aa11 0 A a
correction." is described in the next section.

- koaJo(k'a )ll l '2'(Aoa,[• 2

IV. CYLINDRICAL-CELL CORRECTION From (10) and (24). the off-diagonal matrix element. are given

In the methods described in Sections 11 and Ill, the scatter- by

ing bod% is divided into cells that are approximated by circular
cylinders in calculation of the matrix elements. The method of A ko( I dr
cylindncal-cell correction, which is presented for the first time - 4 Jo
in this communication, emphasizes the properties of such a
model of the original body. (2d

Let the cross section of the scatterer be divided into square " Jo o'')llo m..,1I 2
cells, each having side s. For the model, replace each cell with
a circular cylinder having radius a and assume properties of
free space betw'.en the cylinders. For the chosen geometry [6], Using Graf's addition theorem [51 and the notation of Fig. I.
the effective relative complex permittivity Creff of the model
and the complex permittivity e,' of each cylinder are related by m k 0

2

.U2 4 1=

= I ((r I). (21 2
f J1(kOr')JO(kr)r' dr' Cos !W d.

It %%e require that the effective relative complex permittivity
of the model equal that of the originad scatterer, then Performing the 0' integration, which collapses the summation.

2 and using a relationship from [7] for the r' integration, vkc
, ' 1 + (C (22) obtain the following expression used to calculate the oil-

2 diagonal matrix elements:

If the electrical size of the cylinders is sufficiently small, Ir
the inhomogeneities of the model will have no significant Ainn =- 1/t 2 )(oPmn)[k'aJi(k'aVlo(koa)

effect, so that scattering from the model satisfying (22) will

duplicate that of the physical scatterer. The model is useful - koaJo(k'a )J I (koa)] n -o- ?.
since we may approximate the variation of the electric field
within each cylinder. A circular cylinder with TM excitation In the cylindrical-cell correction method, (26) and )2) are
will have internal fields given by used for the matrix elements, and the solution corresponds to

the value of E, at each cell center. A solution is defined for

S= bnJ,(kr) cos (nO +- cn), (23) any ratio of a/s, but only two cases have been studied: I tan-
n=o gent cylindrical cells

where the bn and cn are determined by the excitation. If the S , 4
a =- , Cr = I + -(Cr- I)

cylinder is sufficiently small, the zero-order term will domi- 2 7T
nate, so we may use the approximation

and 2) overlapping cylindrical cells

E, = boJo(kr). (24)
S

al
=  

Er  Cr.

From (6) and (24), the diagona! matrix elements are given a - C, r

by

For very large or very small values of a/s, the structure of the
jko 2 (,' model differs significantly from that of the scatterer, so that

Am2 I + 4 )J Jo(k'r')Ho(2)kor'r' dr' the solution, which actually corresponds to scattering from the
4 0composite of circular cylinders, will differ from that for the

desired scatterer. Advantages of the method will be seen in the
f2r example in Section VI.

dO', (25)

0 AV. CALCULATION OF POWER ABSORPTION

where k' =Ve,/rm ko. With both plane-wave correction and cylindrical-cell
Performing the 0' integration and using a relationship from correction, the solution corresponds to the value of I, at each

[7] for the r' integration, we obtain the following expression cell center. The plane-wave correction leaves the variation of
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F, within each cell undefined, but with cylindrical-cell

correction, (24) describes the approximate variation of k',
within each circular cylinder of the model.

If the value of power absorption is desired, then 1/2 ok 12*

may be computed within each cell using the values of I: found
usine pulse functions or plane-wave corrections. In this section
the approximate variation of 1: within each cell is used for an
improved expression for power absorption if cylindrical-cell
correction is used.

Total power absorption in one circular cylinder is given by L

f,t = U f o'tz*r drdO. 30) C

a-

Fro m i 221 the conductivity of the cylinder is related to that of '
tie scatterer by I

oa o. (31)

a2W -t)

Substituting (24) and (31) in i30)gives

P h&h°* J 0 Ar.1*(k')r dr. (32) - . 100 ell, pulse fanctin

a ........... .O 9 cells pulse functions

- - A 9 cells plane wave correcti,,

Using a relationship from [ 71 for the r' integration and simpli- 9 cells tangent cvlindriral lls

rying, the average absorbed power density within the cell is x- 9 -s overlapping cylindri ,I,

given b v LD

10- 10 i
0 0 i )n(AF FREQUENCY [MHZ)

2Re (ka) Im (A a) Fig. 2. Variation of average specific absorption rate with treqtiency
for infinite cylinder model of man. Incident power density is
I mW;cm 2 .

\khcre i is the calculated value of P., found for the cell center
lsing cylindrical-cell correction.

those with 100 cells by less than I percent for frequencies up
VI. NIM[RI(AL. I-XAMPLI: TIE INFINITE CYLINDER to 200 MHz. Values found using 9 cells with pulse functions,

MOI)FI. OF MAN plane wave correction, and cylindrical-cell correction with
tangent and overlapping cells are also given in the figure. For ')

J hie infinite cylinder has been suggested for use as a model cells, all four calculations are in good agreement with the
t,>r ody extremities or the chest cavity in the evaluation of standard at low frequencies, where the cells have small elec-
biological hazards from electromagnetic radiation [81. Approx- trical size Calculations with the new methods appear to have
intation ol an extremity or the whole body by an infinite comparable accuracy and appear to offer a significant improve-
,ylindcr may be made using the ratio of volume to length for ment in convergence when compared to pulse functions.
the cross-sectional area. The criterion a < 0.0876X 0 suggests that the plane wave

I lie model considered in this example is an infinitely long correction with 9 cells will cease to be useful for frequencies
cylinder with square cross section of 20 by 20 cm, having TM exceeding 700 MHz, but the exact limit depends on the con-
excitation by a plane %ave incident perpendicular to one of dition number as mentioned in Section Ill. Increasing error is
the tour congruent faces. The body is homogeneous with observed for frequencies exceeding 200 MHz which is -on-
value,, of permittivity and conductivity that are typical for sistent with the convergence criteria.
muscle, skin, and other tissues having high water content [91.

Ihe methods described in this communication have been
used to calculate average specific absorbed power for the VII. CONCLUSIONS
model. Suitability of the model can only be justified at high
frequencies where end effects may be neglected, but calcu- Two methods have been found which improve convergence
lations have been made over a wide range of frequencies to in solution of the two-dimensional problem of TM excitation
allow comparison of convergence with the different methods. of an infinite cylinder of arbitrary cross-section shape. The

Fig. _2 illustrates the frequency dependence of average extension to the three-dimensional problem has not yet been
specific absorption rate fSAR) for the model. The values completed.
obtained using the accepted method of pulse functions with Convergence is improved because the calculations include
100 cells are the standard for comparison. Values obtained approximation for the variation of the field within each cell.
using pulse functions with 81 cells were found to differ from The new methods give expressions for the matrix elements
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that are different from those found using pulse functions, but
values of the matrix elements are in good agreement for elec-
trically small cells.

The matrix elements found with the new methods do not
require a substantial increase in computational effort. For a
homogeneous scatterer, if equal size cells are used, the new

methods require one-time computation of seve-al additional
Bessel functions, but time for calculation of the matrix
elements is dominated by recalculation of the zero-order
Hankel function which is needed with or without the
corrections made in the new methods. If tile scatterer is not
homogeneous or if different cell sizes are used, then time for
calculation of each matrix element is approximately doubled
in the new methods. Time spent in calculation of the matrix

elements is proportional to N2 , whereas time spent in solving
the matrix equation is proportional to N3 . so for large numbers
of cells there is still no significant increase in computation
time with the new methods.
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Improvement of Convergence in
Moment-Method Solutions by

the Use of Interpolants
MARK J. HAGMANN, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE, OM P. GANDHI, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, AND CARL H.

DURNEY, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-Two interpolanis are described that may be used to correct 1I. TESI OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTERPOLANI
the results of a moment-method solution using pulse functioos as a basis
and delta functions for testing. The interpolants allow for some of the Moment-method solutions with any subsectional basis.
variation of the fields within each cell and thereby increase accuracy and such as pulse functions, require that the scatterer be
Improve convergence. The interpolants are usable for a general scatterer approximated by a composite of cells [1]-[5]. Since ana-
and typically require about I percent of the cost of the initial numerical lytical solutions for such composites are unknown in
solution,. three-dimensional problems, a test of convergence has

been made for a one-dimensional problem.

I. IkmRODnC1o. Consider the one-dimensional problem of a plane wave
electromagnetic polarized in the x direction incident upon a dielectric slab

OMENT-METHOD solutions for ewhich extends from z=O to z=a. The electric field is
l scattering with a general dielectric object often use described by a scalar integial equation:
pulse functions as a basis and delta functions for testing
[11-151. The object of this paper is to show that an inter- k- "((:')- l)E,(z')e fa(

' d: (I)

polant may be used to allow for some of the variation of 2
the fields within each cell and thereby increase accuracy
and improve convergence. The computational expense of where z and z' are coordinat;;s of the observation point
using the interpolant is typically about I percent of the and source point, respectively, p is the distance between
cost of the initial numerical solution. the two points, E. and E. are the incident and total
A numerical solution using a pulse function basis re- electric-field intensity, respectively, with e'l" time depen-

suits in a single value representing L: within each cell. The dence, ,(z') is the complex permittivity at the source point
delta functions used for testing enforce the integral equa- relative to free space, and k=wE/-p .
tion at the center of each cell so that the calculated E The discrete analogue of (I) consists of the N-by-N
values are most representative of the cell centers. Experi- system of linear equations:
mental tests have shown that the error in LF calculated for N

the cell centers is relatively small even when adjacent cells I A, E E,,. m= 1,2,.... N (2)
ha e values which may differ by an order of magnitude n-I

[0]. Since the values of E may be assigned to points in wnere the dielectric is partitioned into N, cells which are
space. interpolation is possible. thin slabs, and n and ni are indices for the cells.

The present studs has been restricted to piece-wise The matrix elements are readily evaluated using (I) with
interpolation in which the value of the corrected specific the procedure in [2]:
absorption rate (SAR) is calculated for one cell at a time.
In this paper, two interpolants that have been developed A_= I +(f_- 1)( I- e , 2) (3)

by the authors are described. The triquadratic interpolant A, =j(,,- I)e "A,-" sin I *- n (4)
is usable when cell centroids are on a Cartesian product 2
mesh. The NEWSUD interpolant is useful for problems in where A is the thickness of each cell and P,, is the
which the cubical cells may have different sizes and distance between the centers of the mth and nth cells.
general locations. The analytical solution for a homogeneous dielectric

slab is given by
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Fig. I. Calculated average specific absorption rate for a 2-cm thick Triquadratic interpolation may be performed on the sten-
layer of muscle at 2450 MHz. Incident power density is I MW/cm

2
, cil shown in Fig. 2 by using products formed from three

Er,=50, o=2.2 mho/m. univariate interpolants. For example. the contribution of
the function value at X\= - L Y= - I. Z=0 (cell number

Fig. I gives the average SAR for a 2-cm thick layer of 2) is
muscle at 2450 MHz for three different computational F( - I, - I.0)12- (X - I Y - I)( I Z )(I + Z.
procedures: The analytical value was found by integration
of 1/2 oE.E* using (5). Numerical solutions were ob- Triquadratic interpolition as described in the last para-
tained using (2)-(4). Numerical values without the inter- graph is only usable for corrections in a cell surrounded
polant were found by averaging 1/2 o .E* for each cell. by 26 other cells, as shown in Fig. 2. It is possible to use a
Numerical values were also obtained by using a piece-wise single interpolation rule based on the full 27-cell stencil if
quadratic interpolant 171 to obtain an expression for k E values are estimated for unoccupied positions b means
within each cell and then integrating the expressions for a of a series of fill-in rules. We hase used the following
volume average of I/2 a EE*. series of rules in which the E xalues are filled in the order

It is readily seen in Fig. I that the interpolant causes a of increasing distance from the central cell b\ a eraging F
significant improvement in convergence to the known values known in adjacent cells.
analytical solution. We may relate the improvement in I) Fill in the six closest cells (numbers 5. II. 13. 15, 17,
convergence to the well-known preference of Simpson's 23). If any are unoccupied, use the value of I. i tie
rule to the trapezoidal rule for numerical quadrature. central cell.
Simpson's rule requires fitting a piecewise quadratic 2) Fill in the twelve next closest cells (numbers 2, 4. 6. 8,
through the data points and generally gives a better ap- 10, 12, 16, 18, 20. 22, 24, 26). If any are unoccupied. use
proximation of the integrand function for greater ac- one-half the sum of F for the pair from the six closest cells
curacy than the trapezoidal rule. of part I which share a face with the unoccupied cell.

3) Fill in the eight corner cells (numhers 1, 3. 7, 9. 19.
Ill. TRIQUADRATIC INTERPOLANT 21, 25, 27). If any are unoccupied. use one third the sum

We have developed a triquadratic interpolant which of k for the three cells sharing face %kith the inoccupied

may be used when the cell centroids are on a Cartesian cell
prodct esh.As he ame uggstsquaratc inerpla- Application .of triquadratic interpolation to the generalproduct mesh. As the name suggests, quadratic interpola- scatterer requires the following calculatons be made for

tion is used parallel to each of the three Cartesian axes. each cell. First, a sieve is used to find which of the 26

A .,tal of 27 cells is used in the stencil for each srui cells are is e t fin rule 2r

calculation. Fig. 2 shows the location of the 26 cells used as required to complete the stencil. Finalle the

surrounding the cell in which the correction is made. The triquadratic interpolant is used to ealuate the integral of
Cartesian product is shown for X= -1. 0. I, Y= -1, 0. I. 1/2 o E. * over the central cell. If the cells have different
Z-- I. 0, I, but scaling is readily used to adjust to a complex permittivities, both the fill-in and interpolation
specified cell size. rules must be modified by suitably multiplying by the

Quadratic interpolation may be used with univariate ratio of permittivities so that the interpolant has both 1)
data ftr the function F-(,\) at the three points ru= I, ,0 i normal and F tangential to each boundary continuous.
by the rule We have made such modifications and have used inter-

X polation in solutions for inhomogeneous dielectric
F ) = F( - I) (A I)+F(0)( I-A) scatterers.

I +Since analytical solutions are not available for arrays of
(I +A)+F( I)-(A+I). (6) cubes, a standard for evaluating results obtained by
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Fig. 4 Configuration for linear interpoilation in the NEWSLT)
Methodl

"down" since the stencil colntains onl% one cell near each
of the six faces of a central cuhe for calculations within
that cube.

fig. 3. Calculated aserage specific .ih~orpiwn ri fo: 1 2-cm cujbe of When the NF 'WSI. I interpolant is used for calcula-
muscle at I Mliz without interpolation. Incident pos~er dcnsit% is Ilinwthnaclfroeimgnrpaeisasd

MW c2 . n, =2CC. =0~5 nih m.through each edge of the cube and the ell centroid. The

TABLE t planes divide the Cube into six congruemt pyramids as well
ERROR i\ ('At i I iAtH) As RRAGF Sini( uti ARs~mlR os R~i as dividing the exterioi !nto six corresponding solid an-

EiR A 12-cm Ct Bt- o- MtS(ui A[ I MI~zt ,,=2(0CC.a~=0.556, gles. Next, each solid angle is searched ito find a cell
mnho/m centroid as close as possible to the interpolated cube.

- - -- I Interpolation is, performied scparatclx in each of the six
Er h pyramids using only the ccntroids of the interpolated cube
W, t ', , ,, , pand Corresponding external cell, If a solid angle does not

contain an external cell centroid withiti a reasonable dis-
- lance, sa\ one side of the central cell or less. the uninter-
-Si.- . olated fale Oif E is used wirthin ihe corresponding

P~rainid.\
- ,..*lic confipuration for linear inItterpolatIlonl s% ithiti a

pr ramid in the N iWSI I method is, showkn in FI w 4. The
20. -ii.,point at which inttrpolatton is desired (X. Y.'/I. the

I -us. I- -~. ~centruuid of the external cell tA. Xi 7) and the centroid
______________ __________________ of the Interpolated cell w.hich is, used as the origin de-

termine a platne which is used for the figure.
The equation of the plane perpendicular to the line

numerical methods is not easil\ obtained. but one conver- connecting (X', Y,~ Z,) to the origin and passing through
gence test has been made for the triquadralic interpolant. the point (AX. Y, Z) is
Fig. 3 gives the average spccific absorption rate calculated
without interpolation for a 12-cm cube of muscle with x', + Y. + Z/, = , 2+ Y 12 Zi (7)
plane wave at I MHz normally incident on one face. where a is the distance from the ofigin to the plane. The
Linear convergence is demonstrated in the figure. FEx- linear interpolation used in the NEWSUD method when
trapolation using the values for 216 and 512 cells gives an an external cell is found Corresponding to a pyramid of
SAR of 0.3275 x 10 ' W/kg for an incident power density the interpolated cell is accomplished by the approxima-
of 1 MW/cm 2. 'Fable I gives the estimated errors in SAR tion of identifyingE A' (X, Y,) with E HA '', Y', Z*) so that
without interpolation and with the triquadratic interpolant
found b) comparison with the extrapolated value of SAR. ~I(x,)~ ,
Results in TFable I suggest that the triquadratic interpolant EX A ZV.)
causes a significant improvement in convergence. A1 + ) +

IV. NEWSUD krTERPO.AN I + 1 - A(.0.)

We have developed the NEWSU[) interpolant which +i7 )v12;+ (8)
may he used when the cells have different sizes and/or
arbitrary placement. The NEWSUD interpolant is more Linear interpolation defined by.(7) and (8) is used to
general than the triquadratic interpolant and does not evaluate the integral of 1/2 (7 E* in a pyramid for
require fill-in rules hut is limited to linear rather than which a corresponding external cell is found. If the cells
quadratic correction. The name NEWSUD is an acronym have different complex pernlittivities (8) must he mod-
of the words "north," "east," "west," "south," "up," and ified by suitably multiplying by the ratio of permittivities
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Fig. 7. Correction to whole-body SAR for homogeneous model of
man.

for values of the average SAR found without aid of
interpolants [9]. The 80-percent confidence half widths for
average SAR values have been calculated and plotted in
Fig. 7. The percent correction which the NEWSUD inter-
polant makes is also shown in Fig. 7.

The frequency-dependent variation of the true E must
Fig. 5. An ,mpro' ed model of man for numerical calculations. cause increasing error in calculations of local Z at

frequencies greater than 200 MHz for the cell sizes used

with the model of man [10]. The 80-percent confidence
half widths shown in Fig. 7 are not valid at frequencies
above 200 MHz since their calculation requires the

a assumption that the local E values are exact samples. Fig.
- 7 shows that the NEWSUD interpolant makes relatively

*. " -.. little correction to the SAR at low frequencies where
'a, relatively little error is expected, but the correction in-

C creases sharply at frequencies for which the error is ex-

pected to increase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The interpolative correction to calculated values of the
-:. :, average SAR has been tested in a one-dimensional prob-

lem in which the analytical solution is available for com-
Fig. 6. Whole-body SAR for a homogeneous model of man. Ell., k' parison with numerical solutions. A test was also made in

front-to-back, incident intensity= I MW/cm. a three-dimensional problem in which the true solution
was estimated by extrapolation. In both tests the inter-

so that both D normal and f tangential to a boundary are polant makes small corrections when few cells are used
continuous, since sampling is insufficient to allow proper estimation of

Fig. 5 illustrates a model of man which has been used the variation of the fields. The fractional correction is also
for numerical calculations [81. Moment-method solutions observed to decrease as many cells are used since the
have been made for the model using pulse functions as a interpolated and uninterpolated solutions must converge
basis and delta functions for testing. The NEWSUD inter- to the same answer. In both tests the interpolant was
polant has been used in calculations since the model has found to provide a significant reduction in error for a
cells which are cubes of different sizes. Fig. 6 shows the negligible increase in computational expense.
frequency dependence of the average SAR calculated for It is hoped that the two interpolants presented in this
the model of man with a vertically polarized plane wave paper are only the first steps in the development of a
having frontal incidence. Values found both with and procedure which will find general usage as a follow-up to
without interpolation are given, moment-method solutions. Use of the interpolant for

If the local E values are exact samples and if there is calculation of the external scattered fields and develop-
appreciable variation between adjacent cells, then statisti- ment of a general interpolant consistent with the wave
cal procedures may he used to calcuilate confidence limits equation appear to be the next necessary steps.
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